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— MARCH 25, 1958
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Selected As A Best All Round Kentu
cky Community Newspaper

First.
with
Local News
and
Local Pictures
United Press

IN OUR 79th YEAR

•

.Scout Court Of
Honor Is Held

• Largest
Circulation In
The City
Largest
Circulation In
The County.
Murra , K Wednesda Afternoon, March 26,
1958
Widow Composed As Barbara Steele Is
Mike Todd Buried
Spelling Champion
Of
Faxon School
CHICAGO (111 — A 15-month

Bulletin

•

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Vol. LXXIX No. 73

Worst Of Slump Is Over
Says President Today

old argument over free movie
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. .8'.
Kee Barbara Steele, daughter
tickets touched off angry shouts
=The Army sent another
f
Mr.
at showman Mike Todd's grave
and Mts. John 9:eele;
Jup•ter-C rocket blazing into
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a cloudy sky today to try to
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put a third American satellite
Tedd's older brother, Carl Goldnto orbit around the earth.
bugen, 61, was in striking conThe tall, white missile,
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$10.00. Surra trast to the restraint shown
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and
patent
meeting
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ground.
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appetarance,
uniferin face.
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-No, no," she moaned upon
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o V.
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vacation
By DAYTON MOORE
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ree•ability that a cut
April, a camping trip ie plan- .. he Mother's Auxhliery
service
s
were
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to the
Later, she
operated by the Kentucky Soc- United Press Staff Correspondent vvr.ted be desirable If the econee and April 26 Troop 45 will mothers of the Sceuts.
touched the soffin and murmured
I
evirsese But heir
WASHINGTON- la 7-President mimic
attend the Scout ea-tame which
NAPA, Calif. Ltr —The Press
Receiving awards at the eourt "I love you, Mike."
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s
The
ng
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station
fued
here
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Mike
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o
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and la:publican leaders, 'holds
ricer C•T at the beetom at the
which is taking the 1:11!,aCt of the Jimmie Heetes, Nicky
plorer
III
matter
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'he view that it would be a
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today.
Radio
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a
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rgroveng federal spending. .
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"
nation
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Receiving second ones awards
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ry, Richard Hanley.
-Foe th, reason, he said, it in.,
is g--':rag the alit the worst of
heard here was that of the
Chief Menne bby Detect will were Tommy Sanders and
':Take that guy away from me.
net seenethng to- do lightly and
Dale
.he cc evenic slump right now.
Miss Barbara Steele
third U.S. satellite.
Ile wants to sock me. Throw
held at the Scout reserve- Sykes. Beet Stare was
the adenneetration to not going
awarded
He aaao repented his f,rm
Lockheed missiles' minitrack
me ow if you wane_ to. I'm
.' non May 9-10-11.
she First Class badge.
to be s ampere:1 into it.
aces rreng el pro neepai eta rite
rend
that
station
he
will
the
at
not
Sunnyvale announcbe panpoor Carl and I'm not
Summer camp was diecussed
11111 Wileion received me r•i t
He erriptilasezed that serious
Laseiter.
cited into prep...sing a tax cut.
ed that Explorer Ill's signal
ashamed of it."
- at length by Scoutrnialter Cleo badges far painting. home
conidderatton must be given to
Miss Steele also placed third
reHe
was
said
that
picked
se.1'.au:s censidera- ,he
Although me m bers of the
up at 2.33 p.m.
Sykes. It was decided by the pans and ce tizenatii p
effects of a tax cut n the
in comto the Celkway County Spellin
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lion must be given to the future
funeral party managed to quiet
leade.rs a n d Troop commattee munity, ' reading,
national
music
economy
Bee last Saturday.
and Goldbo
in
future
affccits
of a tax cut nether than
gen, the dispute later
It pert of the summer camp lame reeatrs. He receive
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She '-is 3 set ergh grade stumerely the inarneceate benefits.
out anew in the lobby
fee wooled be paid by the Troop'
Star badge also.
He Dad the administration k
den ef Mrs. Ruby Miller. Mr.
FRANK DRUNK
The President refused to say
bringing the price of the week
Geneld McNutt* received merit of the Drake Hotel. Carl, a Laeater said that
hat gerng to cut taxes or take
Bra rbare is an
whether he believes a cut in
Long Beach, Calif. taxicab driver,
badges f or
poultry
regetandeg student.
raising,
anearecesetion me:as‘IN — Police,
auto excise taxes, if there stwoual
:eethercreft, oitizenetap in na- was carrying on a heated disire mons:cared to is unwise.
conceded today that when they
be
cussion
(-me.
thoukl
with
be
anothe
retroac
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tan,'
brother
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,
The Pi-ex:den' were, a , brow*
asked Elenzia Griffith a serious
He urged Americans to buy U.
reeding and first aid, after Frank, who apparently was tryaril web Yea and darker brown
question ,hey received a frank
ing to soothe him.
S
iniustr
iel
produc
•
ts
on
the
what he was awarded the Life
Lgured tie. He appeared at ease
answer. Picked up because h
FIVE DAY FORECAST
bae.s of what they , are werh
Just wanted to explain to
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and .n gexi spices, but on the
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Frank
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about
when
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they
believe
words
with.Dick
they are rerieurs side in
. Rea *Araleten received Merit
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about
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KENTUCKY -- Temperatures
.t male be cheaper later.
Eagle Scot t Hatred Shiremak- I
a as just like a father to for the five-day period, Thursday and beer"
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for Mike."
through Monday, will average
haihattia, the President:
gardening, world , Carl told
. --Announced teat the United
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LINGERS TOO LONG
Offarels of Wer.0e1Z KeStIlekV brethertead and hiking. Theis a
falling out with Hanley. at Normal mean temperature for
Nataerts will be indeed to select
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following the premiere Kentucky 52, normal extremes
a gaup of qualified Fd entifte
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Alfred E. Valkir all day meetings on Fraley es for Harold to 26 and qualifi of Todd's
"Around The World for Louisville 31 and 39. Little entine, 28. joined a cluster of
observere to witness a large
ed
U.
him ti wear the Bronze Pain In 80
of the week.
Days" in Los Angeles, change in temperature indicated people at a liquor store
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that
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Pectirc this summer. The world
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At that time, Goldbogen said, tation will average around one he said
observers.
later, he was eager to
probably
Jerry 'Burkeen
inaluckng
eccouitirnts and record librar- service glue: Bill Se anon and he toil Hanley he
Ruse:ans, will be invited to see
liked tile Inch in rain, occurring in ex• -watch the excitement." The exians of some twenty-sex heart- Buel Scala e n e year. James moneymaking film
do much he teem* eastern section tonight and citement grew greater then De Any for Crippled Ohaldet
Ser :hernecires the p
an,,
the
lab of western Kentucky. Ber- Wilaire
Rob Walston., Gerald end his wife would
The Woman's Crab House efts
like to over the state likely Friday and expected when :he store owner la f.-nanced by centrelaute 11.3 to country is making :n reducing
nard C. Harvey. eacal adminis- McNuert and leaculd Shuerraker Fee it again. Hanley
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told him Saturday, again over western 'identified. turn to police as the Better Seals.
radt active fallout.
twe stews, Jerry Adams three 'here would be
trator reverted.
The Society does riot receive
no free tickets, sections Sunday or Monday.
reens Cub meeting. Leroy Eldhetclup man.
Docher C7 L. Tuttle. Chief of year star. Joe Overby a n d Carl said.
Scientific Report Near
funda from United Furid Drives
ridge from
Murray
Training
— Ste- Medical 9taff, wkfi waleorne Woody Herndon one year exCarl made another attempt to
—fie:d that he seen veal make Scheel was
or any pthier campaign, Callopresent aleng with
this gatip of hospital officials plorer and Larry Burton two obtain tickets at his
way County children received puterc a cornereta nei ve rep -rt ene of ha etuderits,
brother's
Jimmj
Ond
office, even offered to pay
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heath
mere than 300 tree ments in the by hit ecletrif.c advieory • cern-,
T h e year explorer.
for
enipson, who pave a talk of
Trees) 45 purchased a bus them, he said, but was
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Center this it year.
ordered
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reehon for scoria/ adjustment is Outer Space." 'he wed est ne- peseen at the See-Di
e:rat FFA
comment on the outburst
Has- Paul Lyles of Murray is
pcevided. Free clinics for three edle caseemirtafion.
ineetang to be te Id at Clinton,
expected to open the functions
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' al its "day long" meeting
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Jimmy
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s in
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the farmer, benefits be
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—Said he belies-es better ways world.
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Ohio State University. "General
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Teaching biological science will Topics in Chemistry";
re the records libraelas.
surplua foods to the needy. Bet Aas Walter
steal a box ef oatmeal te feed
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children was
of Economic Security.
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gave a -.eery enRed Cross will of Illinois; Dr. Harrison Stalker servator
federal sutrsickes toward the re- :re:ten:rag
. reorrrds librarian, a r
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Venderbilt University.
talk en the problems
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iliptgang in the reception of with a full basket
nil
prices.
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'
.f
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a aeo here,
31 at versity, St. Louis; Dr. Pamoton Dr. Rehert Fite, profess
Ilbere
—Declined to say what action mentrealy all
delsational viafilms.
Police mad grocer Neil Nash the
or of Teacher Appreciation
that reetde in the
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W e e k, he .watalci take in
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by-pass
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Ape: 5, will be :a-sponsored
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firtni Affairs of Kentucky Blue the oath register with
ersity.
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to freeze farm twenty to tweraty-ave percen
er Factors and concluded with
a box of day for five ekes from 4:00 to Emerso
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•
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person
He- is expected t
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'peen given proper care and
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Cross water safety i nst rumors. Vanderbilt University, Net
for
e
the
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In
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Dr.
l science according to
chilch-en came here from San Any
treatment white they were young
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No fax/ Cut Stampede
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not been completed. The
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Following this senior life FAN:es
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Ten Years Ago Today
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Experts Decry
Barefoot Boys

Mrs. Dave Padgett, 79, died. Tues
heart attack at the home of her daug day might of a
hter, Mrs. Jesse
JAMES C. WILE.IAMS., PUBLISHE
Lynn, in Atlanta, Ga.
R
We nwerwerteesemln reject any Advertisin
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A. 1... Bazzell and Daley, Mrs. Ira
g. Letters to the Editor,
NEW YORK — The growt
et Pulite
h
which. In our opinion, are not for
of cities and suburbias has
the best Smith and Mr. and Mrs. Harlon Black and son
Wow* nit our ~Sara
made
spen
t
Tuesday with Mr. and Mrs. Henry
the "barefoot boy ideal" obsol
Black and Mrs. Dil- and
ete
Trtni.41. REPROSEITTATIVES: WALLACE WITMFit
lard Finney.
probably dangerous tq
CO., 1368
.
lisanynts, Tarin.; 250 Park Ave., New
heal.
h.
The
York:
fami
307
ly and relatives of Mrs. Cetus Butt
N. MichlAwe, Champ; 00 Belyston St-, Rosto
erworth
n.
Surprised her with a basket dintrer
That is the consensus of pediaat her home on Smith tricia
ligtered at ;be Pont Office. Murray,
ns and foot
Kentucky, for transmission as Sixth Street on the occasion of her 77th
rs considbirthday, Sun- ering the questiondocto
Second Class Matter
day, March 21.
"Should Your
.
, Child Go Barefoot?"
SUBSCRIPTION RATES, By Carri
The city council met in a special sessi
on last night 'They point out that
month 115e. Ii Calbaway and actiou er in Murray, ser week 20t, psr and
runs counties, per year, $3.0; Ossawar
foot
ded
a
cont
ract
to
the
Chicago Bridge and Iron structure evolved in
etia.% OM.
human beCompany for a 1,200,00 gal. capacity.
San
ings
d
who
pipe
td
at_
a cost
ground that was
of $69,500.
WEDNESDAY — MARCH ,g6. 1958
largely uncluttered and springly.
A tentative contract was awarded to
But
concr
ete sidew
-and hardley Co.. of Nashville, Tenn.. for impr the W. L. Har- surface floors arealks
flat. Boys—
ovements to the
iewerage treatment plant at a cost
and
girls
and adults, for tat
of $251,000.
BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
matter—need the support
The city water department will, in
and
addi
tion
to
the
comfo
rt
that shoes provide.
above contracts, spend an estimated $118
,000
on
reinforcing water mains and improvem
Forgetting the things that
ents to the water ,Even in the rural areas that
are behInd.
pumping station.
Philippians 3:13.
still provide unpaved fields
and
This is a total of $438,000 which will
grassy meadows, the litter of
We must do our best to atone for wron
be
spen
t
On
gs
'improving the water and sewerage
civilization is hard to avoid
we have done and then forget them
system
.
Unshod_ feet are no prote
The High -Sehool and grade of Hazel in Murray.
strive to live blamelessly. But we must -and
ction
High
Scho
forol
again
st
rusty
nails,
.are joining forces Friday night, March
broken glass,
get thE good things too. We have not
26,
done
Ito present a variety program that offer at 7:30 p.m., and row -edge been cans left
enough good things by any means.
s
plen
over from the last careless
ty
of
fun
land entertainment for everyone:
picnic
party.

IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
New City Hall and Gas Building
woro
Sewer Plant Expansion
$125,600
Planning and Zoning Commission with
Professional Consultation

,

New Colors In leathers Are
Bright As Painter's Palette

111.1
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1958

Community $ervice Theme For Legion
The American Legion Auxiliary met Monchsy eveMng, Mareh
24 at 7:00 in the Legion Home.
Cammunti,ty
SerVIOV
Was the
theme of the program.
,
Mrs. C. M. Seitions national
oommiusaty service c-tiainnan, in
a letter to the president, said
"We believe tha t by helping
build better communities we are
helping build a better, stronger
America and are promoting the

Auxiliary Program •

Arner.oan ideal of self reliant
:%,tiizens joins* tSgether in serv-cc to !"ounanuart% state a n d
notion." The Amencan Legion Auxiliary has passed the 850,000 murk
Ott Us say toward its goal of
one mitlion members in 1959,
Mrs. August Wiliam, memberAsap chuirnsan. has reported.
Claude Anderson, president, prissisitici clueing the Letrsi-

items setskon, at whoeh tire plans
wore discussed for Puppy Ds);
which will be held May 24. Mist.
Ned Wilson and Mis. George
W:Hirains gre co-cihtisrmart
And
will be in Charge of all arming,!rungs for the day.
Refresh:merits were served
(he 14 members present. HisMesdiamos John
WAILams, George Williams
and
Rater Kuhn.
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.
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Now is the time for new Buster Browns for
Easter and we have the largest selection in

win

B
feat
plai3
df I

town. Complete size sanges in all styles
, and
we'll fit your child carefully and accur
ately
with an exclusive 6-point fittin

g plan

Protecting the human foot
against its modern environmen
t
has j.hrust other problems
on
humans.

'5.95
to

Authorities note :hat the 26
Wriest: -of the foot normally
are
not fully, developed until a
per- '
son is 20 years old, until
that
age, the shape of the foot
and
of the 26 bories in it
can be
td by the way a child
walks,.- sits, carries his weigh
t,
and the kind of shoes he
wears.
Experts generally recommend
'
lightweight, sun _footwear,
for
infants and toddlers whose feet
are just_ beginning to come in
contact with hard surfaces.

17.95
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AMERICA'S FAVORITE
FAMILY WAGON...PLYMOUTH

Old Anchor Chain
Helps Jet Fliers

1
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of life.
The legacy of wealth without
the two we choose,
would be worth very little. The
legacy of Christian example and sound philosophy'
will insure success to
a
high degree.

Murray Lumber Co. Inc.
"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE
DEAL"
104 East Maple St.
Phone

They don't come any bigger...

262

4010-NaV station
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Shoe Break
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complete selection of beautiful styles,
with the fit that protects growing feet!

Cats Calling
For Daddeeo Shoe Styles

t

tie
lar
de
77,
do
54.

Dress your youngster up.for Easter
in Buster Brown Shoes

NEW YORK — If your sh•cs spark
. There • is an outburst of
were painted on your feet. they this
red in patent as well as
couldn't be brighter or prettier smooth
and sueded leafier.' he
this spring. Many of the rich, Leather
Industries of 'America
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
imaginative colors to be shown repor
ts.
this
season will be a: their most
Industrial Expansiort.
Next to red in popularity,
will
brilliant with the extra depth 'he an
azure blue leather. It
Sidewalks, Curbs, Gutters.
which leather gives them.
lsli
b ule
l .be :7n either alone, accen
tWidened Streets in some areas.
Red. of course, is the most ed neatl
y with white or in the
talked-of among the new vivid famot
Continued Home Building.
ts tricolor: red, white and
colors and leather is favored
Airport for Murray.
4
this 'spring as the most kairtiful
White leather. both .text
ured
way to see . red. Probably the and
City Auditorium
smooth, will also be used —W hen Junior really gets on
newes: of the leather __reds is to se:
-off bright orange- and his feet. Shakily a. first, and
one with a hint of coral that green
in twoscclor shoes'.1: And then tearing around the house
makes it as bright as a flying many
one-color bright shoes will and down the street. he' needs
be eee.eRted:leith Irastatale White iss•ss. that- provide- proper support
THE LEGACY OF PHILOSOPHY BEST
-5-.• Well as protection. From then
leather soles.
There -will be a whole "grou op. y,,ungsters' shoes must be
p replaced
often enough to keep
of exotic bright leathers
includ- the
pace with his growing fee:.
We have thought over the many things whic
ing pueblo yellow, turqu
oise,
h a father
Caribbean pink. pelunia,
‘
.
tropical
might leave to his son as a legacy, trying to dete
Pediatricians and foot doctors
an
orange. sate& green. raspb
rmerry concede a place for sneakers
The shoes for the child shape the
ine just what would be most helpful to the
feet for a iiieunie
and. shrimp. A new mellow
son as he
gold- it. Junior's shoe wardrobe, but
Nb,de
en olive and a ...linden green
faces the many problems which come up
the they are firm in agreeing that
in life.
color of the linden tree's
.leaves, that place, should be a small
are also exciting.
This undoubtedly has been the thought of fath
one. 'confided to specific floor
ers
Sometimes these' bright leath
since Adam became the father of Cain and Abel.
ers grimes such as basketball and
will be - made even brighter
by tennis. Because sneakers do not
NEW YORK — Shoe fashions
a trim and ne-a.t°sole of Washa
•
The first thought that comes to mind to many
ble give the all-round simPort and
, prob- for boys this spring will be white leather. And brigh
t leather protection that shoes do,
sspy-cat close to thesstyles
ably is money cfr property, which certainly
MURRAY and MAYFIELD
parents
their linings will match or
is a fine f-iTheis will
contrast are advised to limit their
wear, according to with
106 So. 5th
thing to leave to one's spn.
use
the outside of the 'shoe.
the National Shoe Institute.
sharply. •
Phone 106
Traditional ,navy, as much
• Bcys' shoes will be lighte
'a
However, both money and property have been
proven welsh and softer, though stinr. pert of spring .as -the robins
bloom this year in a spank
to be the cause of the disaster of a son, rath
er than a retaining durability. Lasts are ing height new
shade.
!blessing.
slimmer arid, longer - lc.•k ing.
Neutrals will , be given
new
though still retaining the basic
intereit. Beiges. for instance,
The legacy we have in mind is that something
will
ies necessary- to proper fit. be
which qualit
newest in very light bobe
Slip-ens are far approaching
will bring a blessing to a son and which will
help -him the oxford • in popularits• These s nes or slightly touched with
green. .Tan will be repre
in surmounting difficulties of life, rather
sented
than bowing ir.clude the classic moccasin-type
Ine warm beneciictine shade
.before them.
and the gored slip-on. Others
There-sE,rne
gray and
feature clever closure devices.
!, den green, but
4.
We ha‘e -.come to the conclusion that the.
will be
two most But Sxfords featuring m.occasin limsed to sports sh!hese
•1
ss.
and plain toes, still lead the
_ealuable legacies which a father might
Some designers have been
leave to a son v.ay.
so
tare as follows: first, a knowledge of Chtis
ei.L.th this spring's new I
•
Black. once presty: much cont, with the
iea - lier co:•,rs •ha' they'
'father setting the•xignple in Christia
n living so that fined to :he adults., will be :bore a wh,:e. basketful ef ve thrown
them exutd
in demand as par. of :his...manlyhis 'son will halie a pattern which to follow;
erantly .in one shoe. One,
and second, look. Brow
of
n in .:ive:s reddish
a sound philosophy of life which includes
e.
pink.
red,
blue and green
being practi- tones il a close runner-up,
I •-rrs
cal and realistic.
leane
r
In a r r
Black-and-white and tan-andor:nt.
fre.,h and api
white combinations are also very
ft we r garden c-mirs.
The first legacy is necessary to the succ
ess of any. smart.
An s ries em ,:'h
son, because if he is not a Christian
• White and off-an te known as
and if he does not :"dir
crrr.t,ine
ty
buck,
"
both in
know Christ personally, then, all of his
ed green with gr
worldly successes leather. will no ctsubt brush
get a muted
will be for naught.
high -priority in boys' shoe wardfrce:
heel
a'h.;,
robes.
ste
The second legacy, we believe, is impo
the bolded mix-ups
.f
rtant to 'a son,
vihra
nt green: red
.because with the proper philosophy
. and hue
of life and the cor„
rect perspective, then he can overcome
- many difficulOther leather
ties where a weaker person would fail.
•r.
bright enough to oak
u catch p ur brcath art':
These two legacies are presented
turto the son. while
'so Si.e.
m and jellos, light ir
both father and son are living and
form the basis of
ever'.'
!,
:
character in the individual which
p.nk
gives him strength
NEW YORK — A panel of
when the going is rough.
experts has rec'emmended a "shoe'
It has been shown in many cases,
that people are break" be added- t a "c..ft•
.alike in many respects. The only diff
erence in two given breald' to help beat fartils.:
among office workers.
people is that one has somethin
g inside him which
The panel, an advisor)
•
. gri•
makes him successful and the othe
r does not hate that to the National Shoe lmtitu
quality, and is not successful.
FIELD.
—in
that changing
es at leas' —"I
Plymouth-carries more .. ,does more ... prorides more fami
This would lead us to think
anchday at the o,ffice acts
ly fun than any other wagon in the
that attitude is highly :aspeean aeffect
to') se.
f..r fur her
ive pick-me-up with u.t
—important to a person's success.
ab.ar
d
low-price 3 because it's BIGGEST IN THE LOW
haet .-used
a diV.eielly refreshing effect.
-PRICE 3. You can't buy bigger at anY price!
taxpo:,tr. in re' than 32.000
We have seen it in the school
,000
boy who has a hard , Tire .panel- noted tha: many , .n aircra
ft repa.r b... at tins
time in school with his studies. His
yeomen;especially school teachers
attitude is that ,-e-h(eil and other
Navy off.e..als 'est.rriate.
Maybe you're a station wagon lama
who are on their feet
is useless and studying is a
y right now. More
5 hi reasons why your wagon should be
waste of.time. His grades
cisa.zi is a "a,'W
10., make a point sf changing
a Plymouth:
Amer
icans are each day! But do you know all the reall
:suffer accordingly.
:two a different heel-height at niachon.:rn that, in effect. w.aks
y
ODDE
ST OF THE LOW-PRICE THREE: Big
a.stonishing facts about the Plymouth wagon ... how
•
In due time his attitude changes.
some
time during the day. ..ke . the hydraui.e brake sys—
as
much
School becomes a Chang
wagons co•dirig thousand., of dollar more.
an a.rc:aft c.,rrier,
ing heel-heights is a prov- tan.
s
more it gives you than other wagons, at a low budget price
You
place of learning, a stepping ston
can't buy bigger at an prier! 122" wiim,lbrie.
e to a goal. His grades ed way of helping
?
When a jet
r
a
prevent lei
will change accordingly, some
big Size
HMOS SO MUCH MORE THAN THE
arid' ssomet.h.n4
times.in a manner which musc:e craln—ps.
u aalone iins.
• takeoff
o
only
thne kipart of it! The Plymouth wagon is
goes
"OTHER
is mystifying.
TWO": Over 7 cu. It. more tigeiettger
But the pane: said that men, WV 444. thertf..i n .theng but' the
as
ons
and cargo
gh•pr
ice
field
that
cost
,g5504
t
4
and
and.
too,
-a
e. Elora 't,ccret ittirgagr- compa
could
If a father can instill in his
warves *heir Pitiekeep
rtment in
more ... but, in addition to extra size, this glamorous
bn the attributes of s ncy throuimpre
p.1,* and [sane tzsm
6-pg..,•nget models.
gh • a -shoe break.beauty
:honesty, integrity, purpose and
runr..
r.
Slipp
r.grit ,n'..7 San Fratic
reason, then he has inoffers a wagonload of other features that are exclu
ing into another
.scv
REAR-FACING 3rd SEAT: Ffild• flis.h into
sively
deed given him sorriething whic
the
h war or depresion.can- shoes some time dur.ng the
Plymouth in the low-price 3!
floor;
11 dark'
. have to store it outside when
B5).Wa
-.Dot take away from him.
working day is. to - leave for
rn .tr :uble • devesses
it's'
cii
not in use. Easy to enter.
home at the erid of the day take .U.
V.;
tr.p..
You simply can't get 'em anywhere else in the held.
He can use these qualities
lever
4DIS
APPEARING REAR WINDOW: Rolls down into .10 make the familiar t le-cling more isdreshed.
h.s c alto.: that :,seers
And once you try them ....learn how little the years
• comeback. He can use these
Din
,
As might be expected, Notions] toe same as is clone ,n
ri't get in the was. Only Plymo
-ah'ead
qualities in turning a failure
uth
cerne
r
into a success.
Plymouth wagon rosts'... you'll never settle for lees!
has it in the low•prier fret&
Shoe Instinse perssnnei regular- --ti,,',k diaiss
_WAS, atWhy
ly take a -Oboe break" with taiprsed
should you?
th..
As we said, money and
: two strans of
g
TORSION-AIRE RIDE—AT NO EXTR
Plymouth dealer has the money-saving
A COST: tioly
property, and wealth are 'their inorn.ng a n d afternoorj ;
'Inc p.ane gets stepp
on
fine legacies to leave a lion% but
in the low-price :t. Big -car
story, and he's waiting for your visit.
ed
luxury.
if we had to choose only
No sidesway on turns or nose-dive on
'one. ••-•e believe we would
stops. '
take the legacies of Christian
example and a sound philosop
hy
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sersekun, at istioch time pOo.•
&scanned for Poppy Is.,
I will be held Moiy 24. NI:
Wibtoon and Mils Ge
anta are. co-dliniirman oLd
be in ohiarge of all arrane.s Dor the day.
freshanents were served
14 members present.
3 wc':c
Mesdames J
arras, Gaulle Williams and
7 Kuhn.

r Easter
itiful styles,
crowing feet!
,uster Browns for
rgest selection in
s in all styles, and
oo and accurately
itting plan

'5.95
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Hugg Defeats Second Place
Bent on In A-League Play

LEDGER & TIMES MURRAY, KENTUC
KY

Pete Nakamura Is Doubtful If
Beat Nammin' Sammy Snead He Can
Again

,Steelers To
Play In Pitt
Stadium
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"Miracle Man" Robinson
,, •
Takes Crown For ,•
Fifth lru MO

By OSCAR FRALEY
son - Nakniura and Ono
are
tinted Press Sports Writer
happy as kids in a candy store
.
NEW YORK .1.1,- Pee NakaAtomic Valley Tour
nament ac- never led agai
Pull
a Hagen
n. Hugg held a mura, the Oriental Gene Sarazen
tion in the Carr
Health Bldg. seven point
"Winning
t he
International
advantage. 20-13, at who did a Walter Hagen for
last nite saw Hug, The
matches at Tokyo was a grea
Druggist the end of the
t
first period and Japanese golf, doesn't give him'defeat secund place Bent
thin
on, 86- led by 10 point
g for us," explained the
s, 40-30, at half- self Much chance today of beat77,, while the Princeto
By JACK CUDDY
stubby, 43-year old Nakamusa.
n 'Atoms time. The Drug
PITTSBURGH tP - An
store crowd mov- ing Slammin;, Sammy Snead
United Press Sports Writer
downed Feast Construc
in 72 bouts and it end
arv.ih.) is a Far East ringer for rangemen
tion, 61- ed away in the
,is
t
atai
that enables the Pittsn.
third stanza fo
CHICAGO ilh - Sugar
54.
a-regime as middleweight lt"
Sarazen.
Ray
ice the game.
t
burg
h
Steel
Naka
ers to play in Pitt Robinson, the ring's
mura attained movie star
The, Atoms led by only
six
mont
hs
"miracle
and two de
Actnally, he and Ono pulled a Stadium
one _ Akrudge led . t-he
It
next season guarantees man" who fought his
point, 19-18, at the end
- PrInCeton proportions in the land of the Hage
was
Robi
ns,
heart out
n's 141st vioto
n.
of the scoring with 21
tgat the National Football
points. Peyton rising sun . last October when
first quarter but had
League to win the middleweight crown
153. starts.
enlarged was high for Feas
entry'. will remain in
for
t with 16. he won, the individual Internal.
the margin to four • point
an
amaz
Back
the
ing
.in-''th
city.
fifth
e
years omen Sir Steet
time, was
s, 28-24, In the second
er president Arthur J.
game Lynn Cute linnet Trophy against the best Walter first _wen
at halftime. The Cons
Boon- too exhausted today to decide
t to Greet -Bria
truction and John Powless
Exhibition Basebail8
today.
abaut a "rubber match"
paced the from 30 nations. He and Koichi lain to play. in the British
crew was able to slice
Open.
with
one attack with 24 and 23
Rooney we elated
Ono polished it off - by winning professionals
„P point from the
heroi
c,
half
point
s
by
-bli
nded
the
Results
were not admitted actio
Carmen BaAtom lead in respectively
n of the University of
for Rugg, while Col- the two-man Canada Cup
the third period as they
Pitts- siligo in June.
and to the club house or the locker
By United Preis
trailed, lie paced Benton
burgh board of trustees
•"Rob
20 points. beating Snead and Jimmy De- rooms. They dressed in
39-36. entering into the
inso
n,
%VITO
Wedhad to be helfAt Sarasota, Fla:
their
closing
The Murray Knights will
stanza. Princeton mana
automobiles, or any handy shed, nesday which permitted leasing carried out of the Chicago Stameet maret in the process.
Milw. IN) 210 000 000-- 3
ged to Lyon County at
, of the 59.(100
-5 2
"This time it will be different, and left the scen
7:30 in the
dium
hold out in the final
capa
after
city
reca
stadium
pturing the 160noto the social to the
canto to opening game of
(A)
Public Auditorium Auth pound crown from
the quarter- I think," Nakamura grimaced as elite. as soon as play
win, 61-54.
j-JBoston
galla
nt,
ended.
bloo
Bu
0
d0
h
1
1'
finals. The PJC "Irregul
(
0
ority. The authority
03
i Q
4,
.1 67/
Bay Roblnaall
ars" take he and Ono arrived to play
Benton which had _twic
1 ..
will rent smeared Carmen, lay _listlessly Carmen 8814110
Hagen broke down these barand Rice. Bressler, Sisle
e de- on Hardin in the foll
the facilities to the Steel
r
1.
. featea Rugg in regu
owing con- in the Masters and incidentally riers At . first he chan
ers for on a bed this morning as he
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lar' season test.
ged
(9)
his
and
H. Sulliv
12.5 er cent of the
son, who in 72 fights had neve
tansgle with Snead and Dema
play took a 4-0 lead at
net gate told a press conference:
r Winner-Sister. Loser-Buh
ret clothes in a limousine parked recei
the outset
First Game
l,
pts, or about $100,000'
been stopped and has been floor
again in exhibition play.
01 the game but fell
"He's the toughest guy
squarely in front of the club
per
behind and Princeton
I
ever
season.
ed only once.
•
They will hook up at Boca house. When he
19 28 39 61
fought - and I'm too
a.
became a great
At
Tamp
all-i
a,
n
Feast
Fla.
"This definitely will
18 24 36 54 Raton, Fla., on Snead's grounds social favorite, his
kee; the to consider fighting him again
Wash
to
admi
.
(A)
ssio
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n
100
use
000 Kt- 1
of Ray's aggressivePrinceton (61)
Steelers in Pittsburgh,"
1
this time. March 29 in a
ollooney now.",
special the sancrosanct quarters paved said
ness and Basilio's natural wade Cinci. (N) 021 000 00x- 3
Akridge 21, Drennon 12,
1
in -a_ telephone cal) from
He' was uncertain whether
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Mr. and Mrs. Darrell le;c1chart, 413 North 5th Street, anflounce the birth of a daughter,
Teressa Gale, dem March 1 as
the Murray Hospital weighing
pieta parties five ounces.

fit

••••
A claugheer. Regina Ann, was
born in the Murray Howereal
March 2 weighing seven pounds
one ounce to Mr, and Mrs. Robert R. Cook. Hazel_
••• •
Bonnie Pay Smeth was born

to Mr. and Mrs. Edda;
Thomas
Smith March .2 in the Murray
Heeyea.: The baby wetgthed sex
pounds seven ounces at berth.
The Smiths liv e on Murray
Rou:e Three.
• • • S.
A son, Terry Allan, was born
\Tenth 5 to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Allen Weser, Route Two,
Murray. at the Murray Hospital
wenefeing 2 pounds 13 ounces.

V • • •. •,

Mr. and

LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

mond Darnell announce

PERSONALS

PAC

Mrs. %William

Ray-

the.
birth of a as, Jame Dean, Ours !
March 13 at the Murray HusMeal weighing eight pounds ten
ounces. The Dannells live on
Murray Route Three.
•• • •
A -HANDY FILE
CHICAGO lit -Engineer Walter Parker, 27, wonders whether
he timght net have been over
in preparing a card
Sie sheneeng where venous of
his peseesiens were kept. Burglars airprarently used the file to
leciate hot valued at nearly
$200.

Etter shoe
•
•
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WOMEN'S PAGE
Ladd. Landolt, Editor

Thursday, - March 27
The Zeta
of She
Murray Woman's Club will meet
this evening at 8:00. It Will be
an
meeting and the public
is invited to attend. The program will be presented by the
Music Deparunent "Music and
Color." Hostesses a r e Mesdames Joe Baker Littleton, C.
C. Lowry, L. D. Miller, Robert
0. M.Jler, Bill Furgerson, and
Ace McReynolds.
.

Department

Leo&

Weddings

Activities

Club News
Tolophoss

1685

SOCIAL CALENDAR
stele before Wednesday noon.
Hestesses are Mesdames Maynard Ragsdale, 0. C. Welk, li.
C. Corn A. F. Doran, L•sonard
Vaughn, It. L. Putnam and J.
A Outland.
••••
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of the keret Chiesiien
Qatech will meet in the chureh
parlor at 2:30 in the afternoon.
The program well be a discussion from church womsin on "100
Yeraes In Murray." Every mistsbee is urged to attend thie
• The Magazine Club will meet meeting...
NEW YORK - There will
at 2:30 in the afternoon in the
••••
be a rainbow of colors in new
Murray Electric Building. MIS.
The Murray .Assembly , of shoes for women this springE. S. Furgerson is hostess.
Rainten
- v for Girls will meet in colors enough to match with or
•
••••
the lodge hall at 7:30 in the contrast to virtually any outfit.
evening.
A good part of the rainbow
Saturday, March 211
•• •
The Home Department at the
will be provided by the' use
The Woman's Association of
Murray Woman's Club w i 11 the College Presbyter
The Ann Haeilettne Class of of new fabrics •in a gorgeous
an Church
meet at 1:00 p.m. at the club will have a runerage
sale in the Memorial Bapeast Church array of colors - vibrant. reds.
/souse for the annual luncheon the Legion .Hall. The doors will will meet in the horr.e of Mrs. brilliant blues, sunny yellows,
and program. Prof. FLehard Far- open at 8:00 sn the
J. W. Shelton as 7:30 in the bold greens, oranges. and turmorning.
rell will be in charge of the
quoise hues on the brighter side,
• • ••
evening.
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7:30 in the evening.
Among the fabrics: headed for
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The Delta Department of the stardom tnis spring, according.
Murray Wiernan's Club will meet to ehe National Shoe Fabrics
at 7130 in the evening at the Association.- a r e straws, silks,
mesh. textured cotton, taffeat,
COLOR The Key
SHOE pit and brushed leathers are club house. Program leadfr will brocade lace. and .satins. AA
for
NEW YORK - With greeter !slush, in a masculine, comfort- be Mese Frances Sexton and the
.eot -m will be presented by patterng. the variet4. is rich and
emphasis placed on color in able sort of way.
seemingly endless --IL dashing
men's sports and casual clothes
Slip-on styles will rival laced the Music Deparurent of the stripes; gay floral prints. rich
Vikernants Club, Mrs.
this spring, men's shoes for out- shoes in popularity. En both Murray
paisleys. subtle plaids,' and indoor and indoor leisure are also cases, the moccasin influence will Howard Ohla, oh:emu-in. Hostess
triguieg geometric patterns.
will.
perkeng up this spring.
-beMesdames
Max
Churcdominate the leisure scene, with
Through Wider - use of fabrics
According to the National Shoe plain toes a close second. Hand- hill. George Hant, Aubrey Hat-alone and in combination with
Institute, men will not be wear- stitching will give individual
cher,
Graves
Henickm, J. I. Amity
a rich array of leathers
this
ing orange, yellow or- purple to Some shoe styles.
ick and Whit Imes.
spring's collection of w.imen's
shoes in appreciable nqmbers this
Men's leisure footwear in genshoes will be feather light on
spring. But they will be wearing eral will be wonderfully suited
the feet. It all adds up to cool
Thursday.
a rich variety of hewn tortes to the warmer weather corning
The Jeloie Houston Service comfort as well as style as warm
ranging' from lightest of tans up - lightweight, flexible, and
Club ,k the" Supreme F or est a ea*.her approaches.
:to the mellowest of deep browns. cool.
Wo.xiiman
will 'meet at
They will also be buying dark
730 ;n the evening. The meetgray, navy, olive, and geld. most
KEEL LAID FOR
ing place will be anal...ix-wed at
of these in highly popular brusha later dlage.
ed leathers. And, of course, black
l'ASCAGOULA. Miss.
-The
••••
will be back.
keel was laid Friday for the
The Foundational Ckass of the
The grow ing popularity of 32.000-ton tanker eSaroula"
thI
Far-at Basr.,..st Mut-eh cs-111 meet
white slacks for warm weather largest ship ever to be built
in
in the borne. of Mrs. Joe fluke:wehr is expected to push white the south.
The publ.c is invited to atle
shoes higher in favor. These
1.4:eleson at 700 in the eventing.
the meeting of the Zeta Departt
•
•
•
•
will be either all White or white
SUICIDES A DAY
in combination with .other colors.
The Garden Department of merit .,f the' Murray W.imun's
Club Thurerby evening, Ayes
In materials, a egrfe variety 'TOKYO ite - The Kyodo
News the Murray Woman's Club will 27 x 8:00 at the club
h Kest.. The
senoteh and finely grained Agency said 164 families
com- meet at 2:30 in the aternoon at iMusCc. Deparmeat-ef the
club
leathers will be available, alone mitted suicide- in Japan
during the club house for the Flower will present
the program. "Muin combination with each 'he List two months of
1958, Show. Chet man well be Mrs. sec In
Cole."
•
-nor. Glove leathers are butter- an average of three
011ie Bremen_ Hostesses are Mesa day.
Mrs. Charles Clark es chairdames
0. Wrather, Yanclall
Wrather, J. B. Wilson, D. L. man of the Zeta .D..yairenent
Divelbi., G. R. Searillos, Verne departmentand Mrs. HuWard (
"
"1
COIA
n
Kyle and Humphrey Key.
,s!etzsts. fir' the evening scel: '
be Meisdames Joe Baiter Littlfeet
The
Town
a nd
Country
Romtersakere Club aell meet e' t es. C. C. Lowry, L. D.' Wive
6:30 in the evening in the home Robert 0. Miller, Ace McKee-r. eds. and Bill Furgerom.
of Mrs. Robert
• •.•
SllitS
III of the First ChnsUan Church's CWF will meet
in the church parlor at 8:00 in
the evening. Route's will be
COLOGNE, Germany RR Mrs. Howard Nichols *and Mrs. Form -r Queen Sorayo of -trees
will travel to South America in
Guthrie Churchill is us
the near future before taking up
of the program.
••••
permanent residence in Europe.
Group IV of the CWF, first according to informed Iranian
Christean Clsurch, will meet in siiurces. Seraya, who is being
the h....rne of Mrs Ita:ph Weode, divorced by the Shah of Iran
10
oelege campus, at 9:30 ,in the because she faileo bear him an
heir to the throne, has,been
morning.
staying at the Iranian Embassy
here, where her father is AmFriday, April 4
bassador to West Germany.
The Cokiwater Homemakers
Club will meet In the horne of
Mrs. Thomas Smells at 1:30 in
the afternieh.
up to $4.99
••••
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Color Is The Key In Men's
Casuals For'This Sumner

April t

SMARTEST WAY TO GO on the

sunshiny rout• to Spring ..
Conn.e's poirroa-toe flats arriving in vanilla, red, navy,
potent, grey... th• buttons 'n
bows, T•steops. pastels, zany straws, new leather textures
coiled 'crocked ice', -ie.inch-dor
and 'punch code'... hurry, see 'ism.
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Public Invited To
Zeta ,11eeting At
Club !louse Thurs...
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Girls 14's
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Boys'

5.95

Group

you're

as seen in Seventeen

looking
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exactly as seen in UHARM
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charge

wonderful...

•

- love
that
shoe

$8.95

Saturday. April 5
The Annual Easter Egg Hunt
will be held on the Woman's
Club H4.4(1.4" lawn at 10700 in the
morning. The hunt is for chcldren, gnandeteldren and guests
if all members of all departments of the woman's club.
•• ••
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BOYS' PAN FS
thru size 10

714,..NDDAy

HURRY! HURRY!

Monday,

April 7
The Lottie Moon Circle of the
First Baptist (-burets will meet
in the home of Mrs. Joe Williarns, 1304 Poplar Street, at 7:30
tn the evening.
••••
The 1% stneetrdr Club will
Meet at the Weinan's C 1 u b
Rouse at 6700 in the evening for
the regular dinner meeting.
••• •

•

Come in arid put your
feet in fashion,. Coil's so
luscious in new creams,
tans, blues.. Patents here
in redl turquoise!
block!. .Glass comes with
•

----The-eldtereSnetore

lustre pastel trims... -:

of 3ii[''Llie's
CaSfirAc Church will meet in
the helm of Mrs. Don Payne,
1604 Olive Street Extended at
7:30 in the evening.
••••
s
Tuesday, April
The
Circle of t h e
F.r.st
Met'to/dist
Criurch
will
meet in the home (xf Mrs. Charles Mason guker, Mirth lath
Street, at 9:36. in the morreng.

and the textured leathers,
strows, priets ors
gayest!...Toes come to
41%4r"
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r

int

love metal-glo

flirty...hurry!

buttons and bows and po:nfy

toes, to take you from happy holidays through a

fin

wonderful Spring! In shiny black or red potent

in block,, red, navy, dune beige, nougat tan,
cony a -gunmetal calf.-.or black suede.
91.95

eXt
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Littleton's

FISH N' CHIPS
PLATE LUNCHES
PIZZA

$8.95
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--LOVE'S'
SHOP
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CATS!

Boys' Eton Suits
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Easter Shoes Feel For
Shoes Affect
Will Be Slim Fashion. Make Personality
And Light
It A;Pohrt

HATS
1.99
to
$3.99
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Foot Care
Makes Foot
Comfort
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-1 Inch Equals 3 Barleycorns

An English king more then
'system of sizes still in use
six centuries ago
in
et up the the shoe indus
NEW YORK — If people had
try of today.
brains in their feet, they might
In 1324, King Edward II deNEW YORK — New
feel a lot better all over.
creed that three barleycorns laid
shoes
for parading purposes this Easte
That's one of the implications
end to end would make
r
NEW
the
YORK — If you were
NEW YORK — Women's foot- of a study on foot
Sunday will be slim and
standard unit of .measure know
care recently asked to
light wear
n
name America's biggest
this spring has that long, completed by experts at Corne
in weight for every memb
as an inch.
ll gripe, chances are
er fluid look
you'd guess
of the family.
demanded by the new University. Neglect of feet, the
wrong.
hoemakers discovered shortly
fashions.
study said, "can cause a wrinkled
Reporting on the new
spring
George Gallup, who doesn
afterward that 39 barleycorn
't
brow,
Lines now on sale in
an evil disposition or an guess
The new pointed-toe styles
s,
stores
, took a sample poll
eg 13 inches, was the lengt
on
unpleasant personality."
throughout the cuuntry, the
h
the question. "What
Nate have done away with the blunt,
of
the
do
larges
you
t
"Whe
Lionel Shoe Institute Mute
foot in the kingn your feet hurt, you compl
d that stubby look of old that proved
ain about most?"
dom.
'
That
foot
.eider use of soft pliable
hurt all over because there is
was declared to
leathers so unflattering to girls with
Three out of five people
be size 13. Other sizes were
and fabrics, coupled with
a reaction throughout the sympareplied, "My feet!"
new short legs and detracted from
estab
lishe
d,
taking away one
thetie, nervous system," the Corlightweight construction
NEW YORK — Spring,epparel
methods, those lucky enough to have long
Unlike the weather, feet
barleycorn at a time (or one* are
nell_.report stated.
will make new Easter
will feature soft lines, -gentle
one thing people can do
shoes as legs.
third
of
an inch at a time), for
somepleasant to wear as they
In addition, the National Shoe
But besides 'style, there's anfabrics, and enhanting colors—all small
thing about. According
will
er sizes. As .shoemaking
to the
be good to look at.
other point to be made about Institute attributed much foot National
calculated to make a woman feel
Shoe
Instit
progr
ute,
essed, half-sizes were estabpeople
tiouble and overall body fatigue
In a survey of new
completely feminine. This trend
don't have foot trouble
style pointed-toe shoes, and the Nalished with one-sixth of an inch
who
trends for women, men,
tional Shoe Institute makes it to failure to Choose the proper pay as
is particularly noticeable
and
much
atten
in
tion
maki
ng the difference between
to their
shoes for the proper job. For
the kids, the NSI repor
dress-up clothes.
feet as they do, say, their
ted these —they are comfortable as well
full and half-sizes.
nails,
example, no matter how well
highlights:
as levely.
In step with this feeling,
hair, or even their waistl
ines.
WOMEN: Shoe& this seaso
A look at the lasts used to it fits, a high-heel sandal can
American stew designers have
That system, minus the barleyAccording to the NSI, these
n
cause a great deal of discomfort
will come in virtually every
come_ up with some unmistakably corns, is pretty much
few simple rules followed
color, produce the latest pointed-toe
the one
faith
on
a
prolo
• from shiny black to sunny
nged
shopp
styles
ing jaunt.
shows that the new styles
femieine and utterly beguiling used today, reports
fully are the best insur
yelthe National
ance
Beautiful casuals suited to inlow, from subdued solids
foetwear this spring.
Shoe Institute, except that :he
possible against foot complaints
to gay cannot pinch or squeeze the
:
door lounging, for example, are
prints.
foot.
There will be a myriad
1. Bathe feet daily and
of modern sae 13 is exactly onedry
As for style, shoes this
The point is merely a slight an invitation to lockjaw when them thoroughly
materials and colors on
spring
, especially beview twelfth inch - less than a full
worn
for
are right in step . with the
garde
ning purposes; for tween the
this spring.
thirteen Inches.
latest extension of shoes that are de- all their
toes. Massage with
fashions. With dress
good looks,: they offer foot crea
designers signed throughout to conform
m eir lotion and dust
But far and away the most
Modern shoemakers, however,
little
voting for shorter skirt
or
no protection against with foot
lengths, perfectly to the human foot.
impressive style deglopitneni in consider ; dimension, their
poWder.
heel-heights will . be
ancWomen who have a larger rakes, hoes and °thee.-- objects.
Rub corns a nd callouses
lower in
dress shoes is the .new silhouette, ient speedecessors couldn't
There should be one pair in
handle
women's daytime shoes
with. a dry towel to remove
. But at second toe — by no means unoccoreing_ to the National Shoes' Precisely — foot width. To
the
a shoe wardrobe designed for
. :east , one of the seven
insure .
hard skin. Don't cut or scrap
pairs of common — find pointed - toe
Institute.
perfect fit, American shoe manue
indoor leisure, and one pair for
• -hues today's well-dres
with razor blade, or other
sed wom- styles particularly comfortable.
e-Tthe all-closed pump will still facturers make shoes in a
sharp
outdd
the
variety
en have in their shoe
oes.
•
instrument. /tor,nt.- surgery often
wardrobes No longer does that toe hit
be with, us this eprfttge but of foot widths ranging
- These are some of the reasons
will be a pair with
from
leads to trouble.'"
slim, high or rub against the shoe as it
new.r
riore
quint
uple
Derid
er.
A
more
fer
delica
the
why
te,
narrowest
foot experts recommend a
heels to -perfectly
3. Keep toenails as long as
complement did in outdated blunt-toe footand
more
of
women
popul
's
ar
the
than
feet
shoe wardrobe—enough shoes in
to triple E
ever
gently flowing dresswear.
weer.
flesh and cut straight
before. In addition, many de- for the broadest of men's
across,
_se good coridition to suppo
'Many .,,women's shoe
feet,
Shoe designers and manufactrt the no shorter than theRUNAWAY HONEYMOONERS FIND FRIENDS—Dominic
s this
signe
rs
With
have
tips
each
litera
of
lly
incre
.toes.
opene
ase in width
Elwes,
d up.
foot properly and keep the weargpring will also featu
'Don't cut toenails too
2ti, and his bride, the former Tessa Kennedy,
re a new urers report that pointed-toe
the
pumji
measu
in
ring
..se
me
exact
often
19intriguing
ly one-sixteenth
;
year-old
'opened up' look
daughter of a British shipping magnate, are
once a month is usually sufficient
achieved styles are here to stay — by
ways. Some will have open sides.
shown poundeugh clever cut-outs,
ing the Miami, Fla., pavement for work after
to prevent ingrown nails.
other
s
open popular demand. More and more
open
heels.
their
'Some will
arrival
eels, and the ingen
from Havana. They fled Britain to be marri
4. Exercise feet. Wiggle toes
ious use women — even the skeptics who
feature daring vamp
ed in Ceiba
slashing's,
of straps. The sandal
when her father got a court order forbidding
upon arising in the morning
look will once cried "Never!" are now
other
s
peekthe
a-boo
marri
lattice-work. age.
al
be popular. As with
But Elwes couldn't find a job there. After
• ade before retiring at night
Strap
pumps, taking advantage of the gracious
s
they
are
had
anoth
been
er high-point
.
straight or diagonal
in Miami a while, word got around and "frie
Picking up marbles, a towel
straps, low lift to leg loveliness they proin the silhouette story, both
nds" came to
or
in
DIAMOND RINGS
ankle straps, and '"T"
the rescue---$1,000 anonymously, offers
a lead pencil with toes devel
straps will vide.
close
to
d
share
or
homes
open
,
a
patterns. Most
ops
bog used with stunning
penthouse suite in a hotel. "I have alway
Through pointed - toes, short
toe action.
effect.
important is the "T" strap, flats heard Americans
MEN: For the filet
were kind," said Elwes, "but this is my first
5. Change shoes at least twice
time in legs achieve a more graceful,
tering to every leg. Straightopportunity el
years, stores will have
experience it first hand."
a day. Each pair of shoes in
(International Sounilphoto)
across' "or diagonal instep straps
something longer look. And long legs look
.. really new in men's
a wardrobe should be
shoes. The even more- beautiful.
provide other dramatic varia
selected
ever-so-slightly squaredReflecting this' trend, pointedcarefully for its special purpo
leaching, gives greater water tions.
New
off toe
s
Lett
er
se.
NEW
YOR
Visell be making its
K
—
A
shoe ward- Soles should be
Lightn
bow on the toes are now made in virtually
ess,
At
the
permi
other end of the style
flexible where
ts less water in
robe is a necessity, not a luxury. the
sw. shin lasts. But
foot bends to prevent fatigue.
squaring or all styles, heel-heights, and types The
Fertlizer is being applied by the mix and therefore less scale, t h e whisper-of-a-sandal
proper shoe for the proper Heels
e the trend toward
should never be allowed airplane in Tazew
has
sheen
reapp
kage
tapered of shoes. And they won't hurt occasion
eared, many with closeif the ooncrete, and
ell Cbunty,
is what the National to run down
mness in masculine
ed toes. Like the pump, these
employes the workability of
. All shoes, of course, southwest Virginia,
footwear unless a normal size 8 foot is Shoe
' the
on an exInstitute secomtnends.
on the increase. Shoes
squee
zed
must
into
a
fit
size
too,
7,
well.
or
mix.
even
are more slender and deliwill
Hand-me-downs penmen-al basis. The exper
Replecernsie of this apThere's no need to go into are
ilight-weight yet sturd
dangerous as well as un- ment
y and something smaller.
was planned by the Ex- preciable amount of cement re- cate. A few stirps here and a
the closet and scrap every pair
thers will be softer and
No
reaso
comfo
n
rtabl
to
Blaine $
be
sheep
e.
ish
few
about oi
straps there and pre] have
more
tension Service in cooperatioe duces concrete oasts sufficiently
shoes. There is a need to
iable — for comfort
6. Avoid wet feet, wear
fuotweait fit for a queen.
as . well a site 8 either • — that's what go into
So make the Use of -fly ash.
rubwith
Wedd
other
agric
ing Ring $175
ultural agencies
the closet and eveluate bers on
a
good looks.
the Majority' of high.- fashion
damp days. Always reMost of these smart new styles
e.ginficants -saving in concr
It nuts owl.gtrts to
in the area.,he shoes there.
show d,,,
Rlack is still a smart
ete are
model
move
s
now
Prtt
wear.
rubbe
tr•
rs indoors.
d. Fo•for. T.
now available in a range
color
To be well dressed and elmHigh analysis, mixed fertilizer, MAAS.
ke 'business and
7. Protect the feet against
dress shoes.
of heel heights. Women who
Alwa
ys
Easy
Greds
foot
t at
fortab
such as 0-40-21}, made with TVA
le, a woman should have infection.
*u' brown this sprin
g is equally pected to continue as a favorite
Don't step on the bare
prefer slightly lower heels can
a basic shoe wardrobe consisting floor.
aaiettun inettaphiccptiate, is ..u.sed
*Resistant in a much wider
In the bathroom use a
Indulge their fancy and be equaltette in the Junior Miss set. But bright of at least
ef tones. There is
in the experiment. It is hoped
seven pairs of shoes, disposable
Robert H. Marquis has beer. ly
also a new red and 'gun-metal patent leathpaper mat on the
chic.
each serving a definite purpose. floor.
that
v:
the
_use
e blue calculated to
of
such
anaapper
hiei
sted Seiciter of TVA, sucIn the bedroom, wear
make ers are likely to come up fast This, of
lysts
course, can be added slippers. In
hit with the man who,
mater
ials
will
•rneke
ceedi
this
ng Charles J. McCarthy, Jessesta
JEWr.LRY
a. public shower
though ia gopularity. White will be to as time
G eneral Counsel and.
and budget allow.
method of appheation econozni- recently nromed
rvative, wants something
wear paper, plastic or
General Coun- L. Duane DiVap hiss been
as highlighted with bright touches
rubber
These are the shoes necessary foot
a change of pace.
procal.
sel. Thumes A. Pedersen suc- rivete
5. 4th St. Ph. 1934
coverings for your protecof color.
- --- for a good wardrobe:
d to Atesst General
, f(-duty shoes
tion.
Fifty tons have thus far been
eiMr. Marquis as semor• Counsel.
to wear
Like his father's, Junior's shoed
I. For walking or shopping
tiliring leisure hours
11... Wear fool.- naped hosie
around the will be lighter and slimmer a sturd
ry axed. rt is planned to use a
y medium heel shoe, eith- that exten
los • or outdoors,
ds one-half inch 0- witar 72.000 tons in the expert- r
"must" items looking. But also like Dad's.
er wedge or regular heel.
Ai
_se, matter, shoe wardr
yond the longest toe. To
'
4*
obe, newest styles for boys get their
refresh m'erst. SeV cnil other Tennessee
2. For suits and tailored cloth feet,
bruAted leathers will
change hosiery twice a Valley counties in southwest
vie lean good looks through materials ing a slim
With smooth leathers
medi
um
heel
-shoe day.
Virginia are making plans for
in popu- that are sturdy as well as light. with
a minimum of fussiness.
lartty. And having
lost their And no boy need fuss with
similar demonstrations..
A pump or a smart oxford would
Dear of Color through golf,
Spreading fertfll/er by plane
hunt- broken shoe laces if the doesn't do here.
ing and other sports
was hrst tried in the • Valley
clothes, vtant to. Many of this spring's
3. For dressy daytime wear, a
rr...n are now choos
ing casual new shoes will feature slip-on
caches in the year on a limeted
higher slim medium heel, in
all- ies in such oiler
s as tan, styles, often with ingenious closscale in
Wasting:on County,
a pump or a sandal or any of
rt.-set, olive, gray,
and even ure devices which give all the
VIrginca. In thiat Ina-A test a
the -variations theeruf. The choice
g..1d, most of them
appearing benefit of well-fitted closed shoes of heels
single wing Lent plane w
in brushed leathers. An
will be determined by
twee-a- without the trouble of lacing the
equipped with a hopper netuntid ben In style this
type of costume and the
spring is a them.
ed behind the pilot. At the butlength of skirt. This is a dayman's slip-on shoe with,
an open
Summing up this spring's new time
torn a fan type spreader lets
shoe; it should be dressy
back.
s
shoes for men, women, and chil- but
mounted on the underside of thel
not overly so.
CHILDREN: Shoes for buys dren,
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hopper with the opening control ;
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1. Shoes that fit, and .
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above
the ground. Ow • •
lounging.
to an unfavorable wind the p..
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make the venture
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feasible from an economic viewailLS
the smart sport a n d
leisure point, and
then only if the
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Lot-list tit
in their fertilizer
used is of high anawardrobes.
chic,
Iran.
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robe, therefore, should
provide
NEW YORK — Men's fashions her with the right
plaid.
Fly
ash,
a residue from steam'
shoes to glee
this spring will continue the her chic good
looks and luxurious plant operation, will toe used in
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narrow look. Natural lines, not- comfort that go
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been
must be 'complemented by foot- bigger or more
exciting, accord- ows Creek Steam Plant, TVA
wear which maintains this look. ing to the Natio
nal Shoe' Instie said today. The fly ash to be
New shoes this spring are tute.
used will come (ruin this plant
cork -cGan,oned
good-looking and masculiese, slim
New and different this
hoot to to*
spring in which six uruls alrtvady_ are
and comfortable, according to the are warm -weat
her sandals—open, operating.
National Shoe Institute.
colorful and cool.
Use of fly ash permits reducWarm weather suits, though
Especially interesting are
the ed amounts of cement needed
i
s
light in weight, seem to be new thong sanda
ls, on a variety in making conerete. TVA estimoving toward the darker tones. of heel heigh
ts.
metes a savings of one sack of •
Dark blue is making its bid for
Flat heels and little heels,
in cement for each of the 36.000
first place, with the grayed and wedges and
regular styles, are cubic yerehref concrete that will
blackened browns following close uttered in a
multitude of gay be needed in the eons:ruction
behind. Grays will be dailies.
fabrics and in brightly
hued •Pleti•xa.
Keeping with these trends. or subtly tint
ed leathers in
The use of metheenitseley--eepdress and business shoes will stripes, prints
, and solids.
erased fly at front the burning
be lightweight and flexibly conAll-closed casual shoes,
with of coal has been in the developstructed. Leathers will be safer the same wide
choice of heels, ment stage for a number
of
and more pliable.
are slim, trim. and' very
smart years. TVA finst used fly
Black shoes wil play an im- this spring.
Basic styles have in the 4'-unit exten
eion of
portant role in a man's shoe been enhan
ced through the use Johnsonvil
le Steem Plant, new
wardrobe as will brown, parti- of unique
materials and colors. under const
euoti
en. In the 50,cularly in the medium to deeper Others carr
$ Suaromond
y pert decorator 000 cubic yar
ds of concrete
shades.
Gond Housek•prinf
touches.
neede
d
there
, the fly ash is used
Blue leathers have entered the
All in all, let a girl name
it
with
river sand -and with cur ' picture this spring and are ex- arid she can
have it in her shoe eel lamen
t rne as the C''arse iepected to win some favor.
Big bold plaid transforms the all-time favorite
wardrobe this spring.
gregate. Here 20 percent cif, the
As for style, two and threepump silhouette into spring itself. In tan ombre
cement and 10.5 percent of the
eyelet tie. patterns seem to be
CRACKDOWN ON SEAMEN
tones or black ombre tones banded with a shinsand is replaced by fly ash.
in the foreground with moccasin
ing collar, this flatterer slims your ankle with
Fly ash fr ,m TVA's Celbert
and plain toes ill the lead. But
*WASHINGTON An —Immigra
its high sender heel.
- Steam Pliant is being
Choose it in patent or calf
the dressy slip-on, also with the tion Service
used in the •
Commissioner Joseph
400,000 cubic. •yards of concrete
Moccasin or plain toe, is gaining M. Swing says
'
government agents
the new lock new being built
wide acceptance. Adding interest are Clete:king
dOwn on alien seaat %%leen Dam. Ala. For the
are the•buckle closures and the men who jump
ship to stay in
mass concrete 30 percent of the
new squared-off toe.
this country. Swing told
a con- cement
Unusual stitching and detailing ference of U.S.
is replaced by fly i '
attorneys that
features are other factors round- more than
CORPORATION
5,000 ship-jumpers and for the face concrete _
MURRAY and M
percent is repleced. The s
ing out the most interesting and are now reported
Y t•
I 11
408 Main
to be in the
Phone 9
s•aried spring parade of men's United States illega
lly and work- fly ashen concrete
106
So.
5th
shoes ever.
ultimate strength, rt.:Lucca
ing at jobs on shore.
Phone 104;
iunc i %
.

Silk Makes
New Stioes
Sensational

Seven Keys To
Success In
Wardrobe

Weekly

300.00

F URCH ES

E

COATS & DUSTERS
Infant to Girls 14's
ass

•
Boys'

Suits

s‘e.

$7.95
8.95
$10.95
thru

fr.

size

10

BOYS' PANTS
up to $4.99 thru size

10

Boys' Eton Suits
$3.99 to $5.99

LJV

CHILDREN
'S
•

SHOP

OffTS
CHILDREN ACCOMPANIED 11%
PARENTS.

505 Main

Phone 855

Chic Leisure
-Shoes Bloom
Like Blossoms

NOW! A soft pump that's comfortable
because it fits, because it clings and "gives
",
because it has a hidden elasticized collar

Men's Shoes
Clothes Have
Slim Look

‘t.

only
'4.99

NAT U RALIZ ER'S

$12.95

Fabulous

ADAMS SIM STORE

NATIONAL STORE

41011•11s

.4

sr-

yr.
•

-

s'•
4.14

•
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iess.
'
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Hendines Are Formula For Manly Comfort '
Ilidier, Heels Is Seven Pairs....Plus.
Are Lower
1

.
.NEW YORK - A man needs naturally.
a minimufn -i-f seven pairs of
The Ins•itute .also suggested
Shoes in his wardrobe if he One pair of shoes for the evening
earns to feel* well.' and .1trele
ut..The impurtarat thing in
-NEW YORK - Ladies. Took' the same way. the National Shoe
-.sing a pair of dress shoe
Accordthis
laels
yt•u:
spring.
to
Institute reported.
it sacl.- was that they go
Na•
the
...nal
to
ing
Shee In-'•
a. man's best 'suit. They sham:it
There is an increasing' Wild
tute. heels will play an imporiant
be a darletotor.
am,.ng.
to
mere
.
enlarge
their
role in iir•es styles. anti not only
Finally, if you're• golfer. YOU
so.
wardrobes
sir,
properly
and
e
Varying
fashion.
ne,i
in tr.rms ot.
eves& an eighth pa:r. fitted propSeven
pairs
will
keep
man's
a
,heights are •g .d for the leis
erly. so aching feet ,won't interTete. in tip-top condition and
Ice. ,
with •yeur game. your pleas- ,
prepare
for
him
prayer
dress
With :h
rise in hemlines
he I9'h h 4ts festivities
occasion.
work,
n
at
any
•
comes the loivering of heels. on
atilt
'he'
curse
busy
or
Ns
•
'Extremely high heels.' and shorter
skirts are, lake oil and water du.it-yourself chores at home.
-they just don't mix. The result
Three ct the seven pairs 'were
is We kNvart and unflatterir.g.
rec. mmended for work, in the
Takin-g a:: this into considlsraolfiess, at the plant or ore the
tion. American shoe -alesient•rs
farm Perspiration dampens the
beets pr...dr.ced sties vvith'shape,
and they --hauld be ;
ly 'ottle he. Is and slim mid-hee.s
.aside for at :vas', 48 houra--a:
•ha: are-v.-very bit as chic as
a day's wearing so they nt.,:.
• eir 'hlihar-ta-eled sis•ers.
dre• out . propel-Ty'.
Institer.
Howevt r. :1c.
h.T. has. net ,
zid.
gone b.t'. • 7
sh,...21d
NEW
- Dainty is the
Amther.
three pairs were night.
-11 e
.T.rdt• .13t• aesteci for
.r.
rd
spring's footwear
leisure wear._ including
ns !• -r wee -*misses, the
1"
'
a
"ttd -no sturdy pair for .(iiit-of-deor,
tt•s•uni... for dressy day Institette reports. •
?a second. pair. 14h:weight anti No•..
:!rre ,•,r
t non/ v, ear.
l'frocible.- for indoors. mad a' par . The p•-•:hp-l-.ak continues to
I::. fl aside.
!
4•• 'he
_of girls of all
to lg., with 'he
,sne
Iteizh• .•
,-. • •••
ages.
:apereA- 'and de(icate:east, •liree• 'Imes a
_
.s
l••king.
neVer at :he expense
WASTED EFFORT
benef.u
e al
t.s. to the looks- anti
the
n f the _legs.
-e
Sa :vet straps. permirr•ley
SYRACUSE. N Y. ---414tejj intise•ea-- br,•ught. ir,play
pumps to be Worn' strapped or
burglars
apper-_
v..h.le woi.ng h.gh heels ate
unstrapped as the very young
gtven •he• .,,,,p..rtuni•y• to ref:ex ent.y. expended a good deal .4 lady chooses.
e.ff-As.
kn.asicineg
in
off the chal.
whenshoes with mid-heels' are
Narrow "T" straps are mAcing,
put on. and •her muscles are istLiTth41 tut the _pth _and finally a fashion comeback in al; age
urIlizect
And this holds true' 7.4141/ ng ff he cistor fzi'm the brackets and the forec../La for
at •he Syracuse Coal Ce• great popularity.
when changing fr
nirdium
_
4-The
burg.-a-:. s. wha f6und the
flat-heeled sh•cs.Black patent and white smooth
Thus. one Sc'
mus.eltss
einittY• sib :tild have los4cod leather are the dominating 'colors
• -rafasn - to - -- sst-e cesehisi.:ar ..7!t at The front of -he ate door-" With red and 'blue
:II others and., ,.ne
of -n wh.ch was wis.thm -the ez•an- Bright colors, while on the scene
n.
for summer shoes, will, be used
_
malnly_as charming touches. on ,
the more basic -colors:this springrtTairn is extremely varied, ranging from large.decorator bows
te tiny pearl-like buttons_
School shoes will be sturdy
yet soft and flexible. Conventional oxfords will be feminine In
rich brushed leathers and sadd:es, with or without the back strap and- buckle. will sr. • •
various color combinations. Sliponsw.li have Prettv and unusual!
delihng..Novelly closure devices,
appropriated from brother's footwear. will be adapted in a lighter
vein for the young miss.Fashion-conscious little . and
,big girls
and they all arewill trjp the light fantastic in
shoes that fit and yet are feminine enough to deliet the hearts .
of them all.

TER SHOES

. I
.L-

For All The Family at Belk-Settle Co.

Frigic
condi'
Cal:

•

Daughter's
slioes Smart
Like Mom's

•

•

Discorer the Difference...

1

Boys', Girls Shoes
'Show Tapered Line
Plus Foot Comfort

BLACK and 'TAN
BLACK and GREY

All set to cut capers because
<5

)ou're all 'Al for comfort 1.itli Ileydas
lively lo-heelers that are action -crafted
uith the right arch for gentle support. Slip into
a paieeeydays. give yourleet a happy
surprise ... the,'re geared-for-goiny,
,oung good look.!

411.95 to '12.95

Boys' and _girls' shoes :.
•apered - this spring and show
definite difference from :..
year's shape.
.
-}"rr
comfort. childr.-..
.ihoes are scientif.cally lasted
!it. growing yoong feet, and
rexIble leathers and sof- or c t.
struction.
Black is the top shade . in
both boys' and
girls' sh,ats
Wtrete. rest and navy come ro's •
••-•••11 in popularity wi'h little g.
and shades of br.wn W1hb T-straps are much in eeider.
on seh.--...1 and par shoes. TI • drop cutouts just..-like *hose
mother's dress eh, es appear on
the dress-up styles. al ,ng with
fringed leather bars and es-en
jeweled trim. where the strap
is fastened.
servaath and paten! leathers
are liked for girls' shoes, with
suede leather ustsi in
part,slvies. Grained leather appear,
in small boys' shoes, and !r
combination with senreeh leather
There are more stip
-ons for
fhe tairs, sry,ring stieh grown-iii,
:features as straps'. buckles,-peint,ed trigues and elasticized goring

39-

4 n42-

Natural Bridge Shoes

• kians.

If ,v.c-.er. tbs.. Ram, nuar.d g.rls
ad::
,Ily ex..ggerat.•
,:,ns
arawtr to the
• o!
0,1 •ney
xrx-c'ed
,4t' TO
i.,1 •ti
'
'h
f r-t
,v. •
I r, pee
ft
,•,thers
I
p tt.. t., .ar).-e• adult
en.t *h
or,ach

SHOE STORE
107 South 4th

Nunn Bush Shoes
Black or Brown Dress Oxford

$16.98 to $18.98

•
$298 to $598
,

MEM

•

MEN'S
BROWN or BLACK - PLAIN TOE

DRESS SHOES

$7.98 & $8.98

al

Men's Brown or Black Rubber Sole

,MOCCASINS
$08

Ladies
Patent
Leather
BOW PUMPS
Size 5 to 9

I
.

BOYS'

CORDOVAN SNAP-LOC or TIES
PLAIN TOE, RUBBER SOLE

Sizes 31 2 to 6

EASTER OXFORDS

OXFORDS

Black, brown, White Buck, Black and
White - Tie or Loafer

AA to B

$5.98 to $8.98

$498

to

Black Patent - Mesh Toe

MEN'S
Black, Brown or Cordovan

DRESS OXFORDS
$898 to $1098

To
$598

10.98$
LADIES NATURAL BRIDGE

T-Straps

$10.98

It:'
101,1

$5.98

GIRL'S Black and White Ivy League

$3.98

OXFORDS

LADIES NATURAL BRIDGE
BLUE BOW PUMPS

CHILDREN'S Black and White

$10.98

Ivy League Oxfords

LADIES NATURAL BRIDGE

$398 to $398

we/

MEN'S
Black or Brown

tne
on
seri

Mesh Dress Oxfords.
$898 to $1098

dr*
ten
atm
4

`

Dol
at
ual

MESH PUMP
Blue Black - White

F:)0

has

CHILDREN'S !aisle or Red

$10.98

TENNIS OXFORDS

He
ear
-rep
tor

s1.98

Girls' and Women"; Barefoot

Ladies JOLENE DRESS SHOES
black patent '7.98-8.98
WOMEN'S WEDGES

SANDALS & CANVAS SHOES
s1.98 to '3.98

Beige, Grey, Tan, White, Black

'3.98-8.98

LADIES LOAFERS
.

I :g
f

CHILDREN'S BLACK PATENT

PATENT BOW PUMPS
Plain Patent Pumps, Quilted Patent Pumps

Natural Straw

$798 & $898

$298

BLACK -PATENT SLINGS
BACK PATENT STRAP

rile
n:-5

WHITE BUCK OXFORDS •

Black Patent, White, Pink or
Blue Leather

LADIES NATURAL BRIDGE

$8.98

•1

in Black or Brown Leather
- OR -

PUMPS
CHILDRE
or N'SRAPS

$10.798

•

11

MEN'S LOAFERS

$798

LADIES NATURAL BRIDGE

1
TAN, GREY

MEN'S

BOYS'
Brown, Black, White Buck, Black and
White, Brown and White
Size 8'2 .to 3
,

Chicago Youths .
'Favor Curfew
CHICAGO - LP -.- A Ch .
Y.,,rth C anern ..,
..F:on
pr-r! of ••-e nagers rh Awed 83 percent •' e•.,red the curfew hsre bee
it protected them ..a ter ,dark
. Me' ,..f thee polled satcl...'h,
eut into their lei.-tire !,..the aet..v.t:es, acc.,rding t.. the c-m--s..ssi c. the .. e.....ketnet curios.
...-- ts 11:30 pin.
'hrees, -also ,iorreesi .The cure .sisi.d • r
k rs w uW
:it are.-vay
kr,,12;e: veer.. r.
• .e.ger
th.•,h fair.
• m re than h.lf • f th. p
• nagerti, nut m r• •hin •
,
;.nri
tild get 4ogse r. r
t•
rs
e proaen*

SPRING OXFORDS

Large Selection Ladies

'3.98 to '5.98

fen
of

Size 31 2 to Large 6

MEN'S
Black or Brown Perforated

toB 8
- D .A 4.98
0
8/
1
2 to 4 ..

DRESS OXFORDS
$1098

31
/
2

White, Black or Brown

Ii
Ma

For Si., girls' one-crap

„
••1' ••••

P.P. fent drop

tot

ata
I',
Do
frn
rF

BELK SETTLE COMPANY

Cl-'
114"1'

Al
"1
1•

MURRAY, KY.

Phone 1098

o•

•
••••••

FAD s
ey
.c0
Ir•

a

41

•
•
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Active Kids Must Have Shoe
Wardrobe For Best Results
•

Lie Co.

the master feii he needed them.
he wand stop, beckon to the
servant, and be helped into his
sandals, '
In he trresences, of a superior,
even a man uf rank removed
his shoes. In the presence of
the Pharaoh himself, only the
In ancient Egypt it wasn't
ruler
, was permitted to wear
his clothes that proclaimed the
-andals - the only footwear
man. It was his shoes. ---•
known to have existed at that
Historical data collected. by time.
the National Shoe Institute reveals that' a man of rank in
For over one thousand years
b
thye aPhsear%aoanhts carry-ld Pet
Ch;
aa nntsie.troJaa
e incyrnu
n1Lsd
tn7
pa
idn,thera
hav:
th
bee fotthilloewedof
ing a pair of sandals. Whenever .n ftshing.

NEW YORK - With the com- the
National Shoe Institute
ing of spring and warmer weathmakes two basic points:
er, active children become even.
I. Children seldom wear out
more SO.'
shoes. They grow out of them!
RAY, Jap or grass. Three kin*
HOLSTEIN COW with first calf.
Constantly on the go - and
Therefore, alert parents regularly
tO sod 50g belle. T. G. SbS0ttt
Can be seen on Codes Camp
on their. feet - youngsters must
check ihe fit of their children's
RA 3. Phone 531.
M26C road .See Mr. Buell Tutlion
be
comfortably
a
n
d
properly
or
shoes.
claire Refrigerator, in good
shod.
NEW & MHZ) TIRES We in- Wells Purdorn. Phone 949-W-3.
2. Having enough shoes to
thin. Reasonably pieced.
3
WOMEN
To
guide
parents
fur
as
.they
part
build
time work.
stall mufflers and
M27C
change into to provide proper
ii intses.
139-J.
Day or evening hours to suit a useful and good-looking wardM213C Free muffler
check. Let us serv- DUNCAN
support and appearance at school,
- PHYFE end table, ,you. No experience
neceary robe of shoes fur their children, teay, church, a n d parties is
Ice your car. It paeass us to
coffee table arid drum table to bUit mot be
%evil:ling worker and
REFRIGERATORS, elec- please you. We tve Top
illecessary to a ,child's health as
Value match, also Ablekng
wheel ctiair, dependable. Average $1.68 per
motors, electric stoves, Duo- Stamps. Main Street
well as his morale.
Shell Serv., like new. Call
510-R.
M26C hour. Phone Jackson. Tennessee
oil heaters. We buy and 8th & Main, phone 9119.
The average American child
'fbornas
2-1880 after 8:00 p.m., or write
used appliances and motors. Jones, owner. Porter
Should have well-fitted shoes for
Clete Lit,, 13 CU. FT. Deepfreeze ise-neMrs. Bette Pierrey, P 0. Box
. Dila. Phone 988.
TFC Manager.
these occosions in a basic, wellM26C freezer, like new, can be seen_ 1006,
Jackson: If rural include
rounded shoe wardrobe:
at 1210 °Jaye atter 3:30 p.m.
directions to home and phone
FOR SCHOOL: Two pairs to
3128P number.
Answer to Yesterday's Pozzie
M27C
permit necessary rest for shoes
and foot hygiene. Both may be
44-Part of jacket
ACROSS
lati11:1•!) MOM
NEW YORK - The agonizing
oxfords, or one can be a sturdy
46-Shakespearian
Services Offered
"break in" period for new shoes
1-Cut
king
slip-on or, for girls, a strapped
4-Beg
48-Pre.lous stone
-for
many
epitome
the
man's
of
P-sick
60-Possessive
shoe.
R
12-Hall!
inhumanity to man-is now a
pronoun
DEAD STOCK
FOR PLAY - At least one
881216314ri
removed free.
13-Eagle's nest
51-Place
CLEAN, COTTON
RAGS.
No
thing
of
the
past.
M
14- Born
63-Royal
OM
Radio dispatcned trucks. Duncan
pair that ugovides sound support
buttons, rppers.
15-Ilidden
Ledger
55-1ortion of food
and
@DIM
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
i7-Disembarked
59-apportlons
Three achievements in ma- at._ goad protection for active
'Pirnes. Phone 55.
CO =CIO CI
TI'
(9-Trials
61-Native metal
days a week. Call long distance terials and methods contributed feet. They should not be old,
1:132 ani
21- Exclamation
62-aristocratic
Nr4U.
ecilect, Mayfield 433, union City to this eagerly awaited
enos of
64-Pedal digit
MOO
triumph, worn out school shoes. These
maples
0-Sailor frolics].)
TU.-5-9361.
A7C the National Shoe Ine.itute re- writ", e.ve proper support, and
Male Help Wanted
24-0Prink slowly
66-Wipe out
I
OWN
36-Inserts
riren thy no longer fit properly.
67-Nahoor sheep
ported here.
BI--Danger
CIIE10115 F-1
je
./*\
3I-o.EmlI to hind
FOR PARITES AND DRESSDOWN
The
manufactur
e
of
-the
lasts
SALESMEN: One of the fastest
33-01.struet
UP: Morale
a
big
factor
here.
34-sun sod
4-Teutonic deity
foet-qiaped
blocks
1-Man's
of
wood
on
grow.ng es/mpg:m.1es in the state,
25-Dine
7-Be lii
nickname
which shoes are formed-is now Children west to feel as well
mow has openings for two sales___37-Equallty
3-Hard of
I-Cliffs name
-FULLER BRUSH Representative so far advanced
311-Note of scale
hearing
3-More moist
that
virtually dressed as their peers.
men in this euunty. You work
iii- I)0etrla•
9-In truth
in Mute ay. Cosmetics, houreefsoid any- foot
4-41hsil ow vessels
size can be mass10-Confederate
43-Cheer
sdx leotut daily hnne at night,
6---Lst% lane
FOR BATH AND RED: Slipproducts, new type nylon dust produced with
1955 FORD 2-dr, A Kentucky local car. $895.
general ,precision. Whereas pers are a mus,
above average income. Write
for warmth,
11--Conducte4
IMAM, etc. Freed Curd. Phone Just a decade ago only the
7
i4
s
heal health, comfort and safety around
• 16-Wetrd stating full qualdEcations. B. H.
1955 CHEVY 4-dr. V-8 Power Glide, one owner.
2168-XJ.
113-PenpoInt
M26C and vamp received any- attention,
3
Evans, Box 749, Paducah, Ky.
the house.
20- Yellow pease
now lasts are carefully modeled
B-Month
Following
Sunday
these
1957
FORD Custom 300 4-dr. R & H, low mileage.
guides,
Spec.al! Fried chicken
every
M26C
23-Stop
with every part of .he human
parent can help assure healthy
25-Soft food
dinner. Ene;yabile meal' fur the
fuot
in mind. So matey size27-Dined
1955 FORD 4-dr. Fairlane .Ford-O-Matic and powfeet through a good shoe warderst.re family. Only 75e. Hazel
SS-Facial
variations are made into lasts
expres.sion
er steering.
robe for their children. It doesn't
Oak.
11
•
C
.
s y
4
27 l
Ii
as a matter of routine, that
2G-Mala7 gibbon
cost much either. One new pair
32-Female
'
even people with broad insleps
1954 BUICK Century 4-dr. New tires. Ready!
,,
(rolloq.
every three months would cost
L 0 S T: Pair of ladies black SINGER Sewing Machine Sales. and
33-Children's
extremely narrow heels, for
Service . on all :makes. Phone
about the price of five cigarettes
game
frame cat eye glasses. Reward.
34 •
i.,35
3P 17 t.....
1954 PONIAC Hardtop. Biggest and the best.
33-Having
Leon Hall, 934-J before 8:00 or instance, can be comfortably shod a day.
Kay Roberts. Phone 1447 or 48.
branches
right from the start.
sharp!
vs
se
d;',..i/ .: . at .K/S9
atter 4:00.
Al2C
41-EXPert
M26C
43-Pronoun
Impruved construction, featur•
7 gal
se0
4S-Helmsmen
50
1953
CHEVYS, Power-Glide and Straight Shifts.Rebuilt, ilst•
new. ing flexibility, is another factor
L 0 S T: Pink glasses. Botwcen Iviattremes
47-Portug Liege unit
Eradicate
West Ky. Mattress Mfg. 0o., in eliminating "break-in"
of currency
periods.
tilett sda
and_alint. and Zan4951 FORD
2-tone green, Ky. car-One-of the
-0-Repasets
,1•1•1••••=10
Paduesak-K3r. Murray represen- Shoes are now designed to bend
,
Nancy Fair, phone 583.
54 an
a
M3P tatise
64-Merriment
Tabers Upholstery Shop, with the foot and support it
65--Deray
101 N. 3rd, Phone 549
56-Macaw
TFC in action as'Well as at rest.
1953 NASH 4-dr. Local car, 1958 license.
*7-Conjunction
.Female
The use 'of sof er, more pliable
t`,
205
sit_mea•ors of
.inaterials
1953
PLYMOUTH. One owner, bought new in Mur-weight
is the third_lactor.
The Destructive Tarnike
•••••rorm owe* fts
Wm
New and vastly improved tanray.
61-College degree
RELIABLE LADY •
:ive with
ning methods have taken the
(abbr.)
aged mesa! i,i,
FREE
M27P
INSPECT
ION
1953
FORD
Hardtop. Nice clean car, 1958 Kentucstiffness
out of leathers. An
HAVE. TOOLS, Will Rent. Waxky license.
ers, orbital sanders, vacuums, unprecedented ra n ge of soft
lawn rollers. Staric.s Hardware, natural a n d synthetic fibers,
1951 DODGE 4-dr. A good solid car..
12th and Poplar. thane 1142. alont AO in combination wile -Licensed & Insuredlea.hellirhas also played a part.
TFC
1951 CHEVROLET 2-dr. R & H. Above average.
The net result is a new shoe
Sam Kelley
5 ROOM iinfurnehed heise. Full wise comfort gives. the
wearer
1951 OLDS 2-dr. Got to go!
Phone 40°
srze basunint. 506 S. 6th St. no rea.on to lock back. at
his
Immediate' pua...essaoA. See Elvis old shoes with regret. Old shoes
1949 PLYMOUTH Station Wagon. About time!
WILLIAM
fleck at nouse.
M28P are now reduced to the social
1946 FORD Pick-Up anyone can use.
status of cigar butts-they, should
11".:;.17.Z.t1
SEASICKNESS HITS MONKEYS be discarded, as quickly as pos-1
posNORFOLK, Va.
- A load sible,
"
WE WILL
UNDERSOLD
C7 7 .' 71"'"! *:)
"
'Everybody's got to be brass. TM people are, 1 have always thous rit,
of 183 monkeys stopped briefly
for seasickness treatment here
N ..4 toe Jnly err.:
•2 th•s. Generat are there an,, 4 little smug. a tittle s if .
1 at the whart. She v.zas en en -II id main .n that comic opera outs, in assuming that tleer ewn
Sunday, ;hen continued
their
form 01 government is the be-all,
more beautiful docks:de than she t70LII,'-rY 02 rldrb"
Journey to New York. The sim- ,
12,4 appeared to be from the air , His face daekened slightly but the end-all. Or even in
tans became ill on a 14-day ,
. .
I stood there for • moment sul- "
1 - KePt his poise. Perhaps he'd that their form of governreint
voyage from Freetown, South
1006 W. Main St.
Mtring Pier after my guide tell never been spoken to like this woulu work in countries like
Tolephone 13(
Africa. Five of them died before
frr9: She was all of sixty feet and Re somehow found it refresh mine"
"YOUR 110114S-L`INNED LOAN
3rd & Maple
Phone 519
reaching port.
CO.'
I
r)r
Ion". overall. The easentilil fern- Ind. Or at least interesting
lie raped his glass to me are:
if me drank
tn.mtv of her graceful lines and maybe he was just giving
-My people are ch ldren.
NANCY
Dolan
her shining paint and glietening enough rope
They have to be led, told
by Ernie Bushcoiller
An tritereatinh
•••-•
to ga but
se
Did you realize that
bug:Ay:or.: ra,ii.t not de:guise her
what to do
Intent newer and her sturdiness naive viewpoint. Dolan. Do you there were people in my country.
She ass a craft that would get Levi, additPiMil observations on aborigines in the hill country.
SHE EVEN HAS PAJAMAS
.-IST
CA
1 e siijec
AN
N'
IT
D
)'i'i there.
And in a hurry.
, who are still head -'inters wha
TO MATCH HER MEASLES
There's
_I
man
newspaper
satisfaction
never
seen
a
have
1st
I went ever her abbreviated '
e-ertF:-, ilt, tri-ntoOd on her deck. ib'3un$jing off to a man who re- I heard a radio" Who is to lead THAT
But PC these people. Dolan' Someone
T.._ .i. was no one in sight. I fuses to take offense
c •eled rtie door opposite the I started find I Couldn't stop. "1 : they might choose themselves"
&RACE
know
how you characters work,- Or someone with the stle•ngth.
g 1-''lank and walked into the
JONES
t.-eikirstise. I suppose it would .1 said. "I was once associated the intelligence, to lead them out
with
a
man with a dictator-com- of their ignorance. to Awe them
hiee been re-lite of me to knock
l....I I d.dn't exactly feel like be pies'. And It WWI stupid of me ' health, a better. Itarelard of
Mg polite. re been shoved aroundlr to recognize the pattern. But
somehow didn't think, or It . His voice had lalcen on a deep.
for tge last couple of days and .
i
didn't
are
occur to me, that you'd resonant tone. I was beginning
d
Si
'i ceierig a little sick of
use your strong-arm tactics to appreciate nis qualities as a
v'-;s getting in the mood to do a
r iin some country other than your rahMerouser, if nothing else "You
Idt le shoving
myself.
'
I know you're no longer a condemn our methods, Doian
loehed around.ar"und
I was in What'own.
I
WiAl obviniesly a combination din- dictator. But I know you've been You and the bleeding heart segbitten by the power bug. I know ment of the population of your
ine, a n(I I:a:mg sat ,n. A g
girl
0
' you have plans to take over again country! Let ma tell you that
CI
on a divan opposite me. One W"
leg
;.. slae
.
P.,- Pi
And I know that in r. country such as mine politi55 tenenth her One arm watt in Coronado
A.
*vacs'trete/feel along the top of the you're using the same tacties • cal expediency is necessary.
divan. Sh^ wore r. simple white now. out of office, that you need leader is surrounded by politica!
ABBIE an' SLATS
while
you
power.
constant
were
in
enemies
conThere are
You
dress of some cool. crinkly maby Ftaeburn Van Buren
spiracies. It is necessary to fight
terial. She turned toward me.'
IV1.•
1
You're
always
headed
Carrasco
to
up
your
necks
with
fire.
fire
ci"
EVERYTHING'
S
STILL
OF
C0025
Ms&
WHAT
SUPPOSED
I
00?
AM
....11116114
TO
..1*1••••sta
I PONT 'THINK YOLI
;v
lazily' as
came in this cloak-and-dagger stuff, such a conspiracy. I relaxed niv
•
the door.
Marta BlandKIND 0' NEW TOME,
YOU PAVE,
I MEAN IS THERE SOME
SITUATION, SLATS-WE ARE VERY
You can't let your own people or vigil. Perhaps I had mellowed
MARTHA -LOOK Al Th.& 50
,
10U
01..
NIcrK
somE
SIRBLIT
OCT
MY
I
WORK
SOY0'
KIND
I
CAN
WEALTHY AND YOU ARE CuR,
00anybody 'else outside of a few Carrasco was able to seize power
LAO-/HE VERY PICTURE
Per t'olee was husky. "Hello,
A COUPLE 0'
QUESTION
TO MAKE A LIVING, I
trusted fellow goons know what But not for long. I phall go hack.
501-E HEIR, MY BOY;
r'INAT
OF
A
AND
WELLDIGNIFIED,
.n," she said
QUESTIONS AWAY
MEAN
iyou're up to."
Dolan! The people of Coronado
DRESSEU YOUNG
SLATS, DEAR ;
A man came through a door
I glanced at Marta. She'd want me back!"
MAN WILL WEAR
at my left. He was thess‘41 cam- burled her face in her hands. I
I wondered what the people of
ually in doeskin slack& s silk
I looked at Ramer He was mil- Coronado
about
thought
his
s:aorts shirt and a cashmere
,ing thinly. ft wasn't a pleasant houses, his cars, his yacht. But
jaelcet. I'd last seen him at the
I halfway expected him then I pieseed the people of Cormile
head of a table at the Gulf
to whistle tap an armed guard onado didn't know or couldn't
Stream Room in Miami Beach
land have me thrown In thatna.
speak abottt these things. I sold
and recognized him immediately.
He surprised sise. 'taint you nothing.
He was Ramez, the one-time
, through. Dolan?"
-Expediency. That is the key!
strorgboy of the little so-called
letdown. I felt like a I'm amazed that you don't appreIt dens
republic. of Coronado and collec- Ichilcra whoei thrown
ro
a tantrum ciate this fact, Delete I've taken
tor of its oH riches.
that had failed to attract any- the trouble to find out a little
When 1 mum find my tongue body's attention. "Yea," I said. ebout you: You are an relventurI said-. "What's this all about, j"For the time being."
er. I should think that you, of
M7
,71.8 ^"
! "You're • surprisingly vivid all people. should appreciate the
Raniez wouldn't let h'mself be,example of the old axiom saying importance of expediency."
left out. He spoke with no traee,that n little knowledge is a dan"I do appreciate it, in ij.s gence a Spanish accent. "Will you 'Omen thing, Dolan. Will you eral con/Sotation, that is. , I lust
introduce me to your friend, have a drink
don't happen to appreciate it
LIL' ABNER
Mn-tn
I decided I might as well make when it's used to cover tip two
Her VI++e had a peculiarly life- the best of a bad situation. "Yes," abductions, ii murder and the
CAPP
-AND
Pies tone. "This la General Ramer. I said.
itTUFF A
automatic manufacture of. it prime
WE
'
LZET1
PRONOUNCE
Dolan."
TOWEL IN THAT
suspect for two of these crimes.
"A Martini. perhaps?"
\NASTERS AT
"I know," I said. I'd recoveredi There was a well-stocked bar A fall guy. Me."
'YOU - - WAITER'S MOUTHY!
frnm t4p conibination reaction of in a corner of the cabin. "BoneTHIS WEDDING!!
"A murder, Dolan^"
I CAN'T GO ON,
r, in,
/ and shock I'd experienced ben, pleaxe. And a little Ice."
"Don't give me that."
WHAT'RE YOU
-1 I'd first seen Marta. / felt
CRYING SO LOUD!!
Ftrunez went to the bar. I
"I've tried to be patient with
ABOUT?
CIZNING
:•••
As I'd felt when I'd stepped glanced at Marla. Her eyes, her you, Dolan. I've tried to handle
YOU
'
r.O..ard the Teresa minutes ago whole fare, were expressionless, things In it civilized manner. -rye
LL. GET
WRS sick of 'being shoved *almost lifeless
The thought oc- even been prepared to offer you
DAID.r
.
f
' remind. I was sick of playing (-tiered to me that she might have an interesting proposition. But I
nrtwo for some little tin god been drugged. Or even brain- Can change all that. I can chenge
aid I'd found my little tin god .washed.
it In a minute. I can make you
"I didn't know he was A general. 1
Ramey said. "I realize that cer- wish your were dead, Dolan"
t"- eh. i guess 1 should have tam n of our activities are tricorn--.0-7i7eted it. Pee spent a little 'i prehensible to the minds of FI cer"11 wondered If Marta had
tme in ms (-wintry !Seems like tain segment of the people of eoneelously lied to me
Pere •e-v ether big shot you meet your country, Dolan " lie handed
rimer• plan to
haps this as
• • is n p--oral
Just like a MP my drink. Then he went about make me talk-Brad Dolein..11 of kids playing
war. I making himself a Martini. "These Ian's story continteee tomorrow.
as par wend for One day astaleausa et 17
word* Iss $O* - ss POP weed Is.
Oyes days. ClianseffIed IMIS left

FOR SALE

Bus. Opportunities

No Break-In
For New Shoes

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

_
,Wanted To Buy
I

MEE RiirE18

7.4

In Day Of
Cleopatra

Don't Give Up

Spring Is Bound To Come

_J

moo
IN

1

1
•

_NOTICE

The Sun is Sure to Shine!!

LOST & FOUND

7

MEN'S

lush Shoes
rown Dress Oxford

to $18.98
MEN'S
ILACK - PLAIN TOE
iS

SHOES

& $8.98
or Black Rubber Sole

CCASINS

$498

FOR RENT

TERMITES

ageaft,Z1bAiratt
#11V.ArtitrAneWW1 Sy
mu=

:•

NOT BE

SNAP-LOC or TIES

1E, RUBBER SOLE

IS

$8.98

; LOAFERS
or Brown Leather
- OR UCK OXFORDS

& $898
MEN'S
own or

Help Wanted 1

Cordovan

OXFORDS
to $1098
MEN'S
or Brown

ress Oxfords
to $1098

MEN'S
Brown Perforated

OXFORDS

51098
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LEDGER .4: TIMES

Hemlines Are Formula For Manly Comfort
Hialiere, Heels Is Se'en Pairs....Plus.
Are Lower
.

naturally.
_ The Institute also suggested
one pair of shoes for the _evening
.. The. .important thing in
choosing a -pair of dress shoe'it said. was that they go witl.,1
a man's best 'suit. They should
be a dark, color.
Finally. if youlyesa golfer, you
eeed an eighth pair. fitted properly so aching feet won't interre4ith your game, your pleasure. or - he 10th h ,le festivities

For All The Family at Belk-Settle4o.

YORK - I,.ades5 look
els ;his spring. Acts,rding
e
sw
hate.
play an hr pot- an
•11,R. 511
and- not on y
Varying het.:
in terms ot
1;t:gh.
ore g..si f...r the legs
ra
,,,
With
rise in---themilnes
cornes the lowering of heels.
Extrysralv high net-Is and shorter
skirts are Joke ,.11 and water
y just d. r.'t n;ex. The resull
Three or the seven pairs were
is awkword :ma unf:atteling.
recommended for work, in the
Tok.ng a.: this 'alto consideraoffice, at the plant br on the
lion. Atr,t ..-an shoe " desismcrs
Perspiration dampens .th.
hay, or.si-or,d sr. es with 'ShaOs-- farm-.
sh.es "and they Fh.,uld
;
ly ' •• e n...;s ana ...lin mai-heels
aside for at least 48 hours
'n.1 nrY , vcrs b:: a,- ch:c 3S a day's wearing so the,y
'
I:
' ..i• 1-X-...r-hee..,si sis'...rs
dry out prperly, the las::.
However, tn.: :-....g,h its.: hiss no. s.,..id,
gone by ...1.,.e bl-arcs. .1; shou1d
4W YORK
Dainty is the
---Anther three pairs
-were muss NF
be 'inc:acied. .r. a sh e wardri,be
, gested for leisure wear: including s - r(1 f -r 'his si,r.nres footwear
to pr.;pt r-t- (mt.
. ar.ce. a 5 if: ans. „ne sturdy pair
for Gut -of-dersre- ra :Ili'n5 f, r - wee misses. the
Os -a secend pair: light.Veighrf*:"-Aving c'''um,-for dressv Osano N - na! .5- 11'`e Itl;tititte .reports.
time- •r e‘ening wear.
'h
munp-1 .ols continues to
f:exible. for indoors and a pa •
, Bu-5 fass:on as.d_e. changing ,if s::pners,
•he favorite of girls of all
'..1 g a v.;:th the I.)
item ...seas '-e.: height to a-. •'-,r
. __,, It is tapered, and delicateSt'
. 1'1'3- t ':.rev 1717,eS 3
. :
(
',.:t
rt:..
g., but never at the expense
KASTED
EFFORT
1.).. 2
.,:ircru
lail....p,,:it .1,-;.,:::eleg
A CT.sr
:,,-. i .., ,,
.1
,
I__.
-z- yivel strips permit many
,g muse.., br. so...h.
._ :no, play , SYRACUSE.
-. - ---' /1- , ,771/5 to be -worn strapped or
- y. h.le w.or _ng hact heels ate --....`
tmrlear.' aPP'''.-- unstrapped as the very young
• .gisen the . ..00.;rtunity to reflex er.tly expended a gssad deal of lady chooses.
off
:r
krescicing
oft the dial:
.
when shoes with mid-heels are
Narrow -T" straps'are making
put'and other muscles are oushng .cut - the pin and finally a fashion comeback in all age
f th..•
firscn___the brackets thd -the forecast is for
te.:11red
And :his h )1ds :rise r.pping
saf.
741•::4Srracti...e Coal Co. great popularity.
when' changing fr rn medium
•
The burglars. Wissa found the
11a:4:cc:est sh.,e-s.
B:ack patent and white smooth
empty.s_31 •old have looked..„IgatIsc; _re the dominating 'colors
Thus. one set of muscleg
at the fr..nt "-of the ate door- wilt red and blue following.
not •
eXCh.IS i, .21
t
k f
s an wh.iyltsa'a- weette-n the earn- Bright rotors. settle-en the scene
r.11 others and sne persSon
' Isrs.77 11
•1‘.;,1,
'c-c-e •• y
for summer shoes, will be -fised
zranlv, as charming touches On
the more basic colors this spring.
Trim is extreme1y varied._ rang-,
ing from large decorator bows
IC tiny pearl-like buttons.
.
School shoes will be sturdy
yet soft and flexible. Conventional oxfords will be feminine in
rich brushed leathers- and saddles, with or without the backstrap and buckle, will sport
various color-combinations. Slipons,will have pretty and unusual
detailing. Novelty closure devices.
appropriated from brother's foot- ,
wear_ will be adapted irt a lighter
vein for the young miss.
Fashion-conscious little a nd
big girls - and they all -are=
will trip the light fantastic in
shoes tha!
and, yet are feminine et. .5^
deliet the hearts
of
m
.

Nok

EA TER SHOES

•••

NEW YORK - A man needs
a minimum of seven pairs of
shoes '.in his wardrobe if he
wants to fs-1 well
the same wa,v__the National-Shoe
Institute reported.
•
There is an increasing trend
am-ng men to . enlarge their
worth be and psoperly
Seven pairs will keep •-a-- man's
fset in tip-top condition and
prepare hiin for firpoper dress
on any occasion. at work, on
the ge:f c urse Cr busy with
do-it-vourse.f efiores at home.
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Shoes Smart
Ike Mom's•
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37-
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Large Selection Ladies

Natural Bridge Shoes

SPRING OXFORDS

MEN'S

Nunn Bush Shoes

BOYS'
Brown, Black, White Buck, Black and
White, Brown and White
Size 81 2 to 3

•

Black or Brown Dress Oxford

$16.98 to $18.98

$298 to $5"

MEN'S
BROWN or BLACK - PLAIN TOE

DRESS SHOES

All set to cut capers because
you're all set for comfort uith Heydays ...
lively lo•heelers that are action -crafted
uith the right arch for gentle support. Slip into
a pair of Heydays. give your feet a happy.
surprise ... they're geared-for-going
•sith young good looks!

'11.95 to 92.95

or

Men's Brown or Black Rubber Sole

MOCCASINS

.•

;;;,1

Size 5 to 9

*4

/
1
4

ALA to B

Black Patent - Mesh Toe

$10.98
LADIES NATURAL BRIDGE
BLACK PATENT SLINGS
BACK PATENT STRAP

$10.98
LADIES NATURAL BRIDGE
PATENT BOW PUMPS
Plain Patent Pumps, Quilted Patent Pumps

$10.98

$49$ to $798
RAPS

DRESS OXFORDS
$898 to $1098

•

•,c
f
•• a
1.1.1

T-Straps .

$5.98

OXFORDS

$3.98

%%I/

MEN'S
Blacit or Brown

Iflt

Mesh Dress Oxfords
$898 to $1098

ate
dir
,dra
ter
sint
..,g

S.

f„,
at
jtic
hes
St.
al
III

CHILDREN'S hiue or Red

$10.98

TENNIS OXFORDS

Ladies JOLENE DRESS SHOES
black patent '7.98-8.98
WOMEN'S WEDGES
Black

'3.9ii-8.98

LADIES LOAFERS
'3.98 to '5.98

;

CHILDREN'S BLACK PATENT

.Ivy League Oxfords
$398 to $598

White, Black or Brown

Intr.
She
y

MEN'S
Black, Brown or Cordovan

$10,98
MESI-I-PUMP
Blue - Black - White

in Black or Brown Leather
- OR -

'1.98

rer
tor

Girls' and Women's Barefoot

SANDALS & CANVAS SHOES
1.98 to '3.98

i
M
left
of
tat
11.18
, 1

MEN'S
Black or Brown Perforated

Size 31 2 to Large 6
B-D-A

31/2 to 8 .. '4.98
8112 to 4 . . '5.98

mai
me.
tonin.n
her

$798 & $898

$998
To
•
$598

$8.98

WHITE BUCK OXFORDS •

Mack Patent, White, Pink or
Clue Leather

CHILDREN'S Black and White

LADIES NATURAL BRIDGE

Hews...vets the some numbsr o'
and g.rls sasi adults
exaggers'e youth pr
ens.
In anew.:
•i,e quest..o.n of
thes exper•,si from „;ad• '
•
I',
say,
•
r ,r,e.•

CHILDREN'S

PUMPSO

MO!
hi.

MEN'S LOAFERS
•

BLUE BOW PUMPS

Beige, Grey, Tan, White

OXFORDS

Black, grown, White Buck, Black and
White - Tie or' Loafer

GIRL'S Black and White Ivy League

LADIES NATURAL BRIDGE

Natural Straw

CORDOVAN SNAP-LOC or TIES
PLAIN TOE, RUBBER SOLE

Sizes 31 2 to 6

EASTER OXFORDS

LADIES NATURAL BRIDGE.

For Si.. girls' ono-strop
leo,f,er pump, fenr

DRESS OXFORDS
$1098

Lie
fen
rr I

BELK - SETTLE COMPANY

SHOE STORE
107 South 4th

BOYS'

$5.98 to $8.98

Chicago Youths
Favor Curfew

•

$4.98

Ladieb
Patent
Leather
BOW PUMPS

CHICAGO
A Ch;cale
C
I
j/ Il
of 500
• nagers <ls,wed 83 pereen• fared the curfew here• bee
Protected tIlertl a fter dark
:14...0
th /Se
sstd to
• it , into their ie.sure '.me ac...t.es, ace..r.cUrig
• the e
The weefk-end- curfew
▪
11.30 pm.
Thsse
ooryeted the cur
▪ sse.d • r
e-rr. k rs
u ,
reit any-A.ay.
.N15%*lb ;Ili44d --gpasps
were t,
ranger influence than fans •
than half of the' p
onagers. But rn -r. thsn
mks said adult', 3nr1 p:, ,•
'
gee togte.htr
1- enz,rs u, he'gs
presen.

V VP

•

$7.98 & $8.98

•

BLACK and TAN
BLACK. ;And GREY -

MEM

•

I
.
.
Boys', Girls Shoes
iShow Tapered Line
Plus Foot Comfort
•

13Is1517If21-

242629-

in the
mood
for fun!

Boys' and girls' shoes are,
'tapered thiS spring and show a
definite differenee from lest
vear's shape.
For foot comfor• childr,.t
shoes are scientifically lasted
fit growing young fee!, and
rexible !ta•hers and softer c •
511'11e:on. •
Black is the top shade
both boys' and
girls' sh
White. red and ..navy corne r,
in popularity wi•h little go.
and shades of brown wi h bons
T-straps are much in evidence
on school and party shoes. Teardrop cutouts just like those on
mother's dress sh,es appear on
the dress-up styles, al mg wish
fringed lea•her bars and even
jeweled trim. where the - sera:•
is fastened.
Smooth and paten'. lea' -iare liked for girls: shoes, v
I suede leather used in party
shoes. Grained lea'her appe arin small boys' shoes and
•
combination web smooth
There are more stip-one to:the boys, sporting such giown-tii.,
features as straps, buckles, pointed 'ongues 'Id trl ,•.caPci goring

us=
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Discover the Difference...,

,.

Frigid

'1
F'

MURRAY, KY:

Phone 1098
,

•
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v
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Active Kids Must Have Shoe
Wardrobe For Best Results

ES

la

•

per ward ter en. day, aslaImpaa

Of

17 wards tar 110a -I. per
weed tor three days. tilwaltled awe are
payable IR 'Ivens',
7•=11114

HAY, Jap or gnaw. Three. kinch
sod 30e bate. T. G. %ohm
clit. 3. Phone 331.
M26C

tler\co.

14 FOR SALEj 10
Sellegdaire

Rekrigerator, in good
00111ch2t1un. Reasonably peaced.
Oil 139-J.
M20C

NEW & us= -rums
stall mufilerts and

We Inl pipes.
Free maetfler check. Let us service your car, lit pliessa us to
IMP REFRIGERATORS, elec- please you. We leve Top
Valtie
tors, tecetric stovers, Duo- Stamps. Mein Street Shell Serve
oil heaters. We 'buy and 6th & Main, phone 9119.
Thomas
er used aPeeleances and motors. Jones, owner. Potter Obalcua.,
,
8.,,B. Dell. Phone 988.
TFC rnianager.
M26C

aVr

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
44-Part of Jacket
MI-Shakespearian
king
48-Precloue stone
10-Posseasi vs
61_trze
oun

ACROSS
1-Cut
4-Beg
9-Stek
12-Hall!
13-Eagle's nest
14-Horn
15-Hidden
17-Disembarked
19-Trials
21- Exclamation
22-u.ntis of
maples
24-Drink slowly
26-1nsects
29-fianger
li-Fell In-hind
33-01,struet
34-Sun god
35-Dine
37-Equality
81-Nots of seals
40-1)0etriss
41-Cheer
/

DOWN
1-Man's
nickname
1--tuirl's nom'
11-More r114.ipt
4-Shallow vessels
5-Latvians

4

41

.

36

411

egyi

411

1 ,

"'7 i1

Ni

,
•,,,
749

AO %fr

Of

..

...........

e12

smmimmmi•41

54 ao

42

04

Dress Oxford

to $18.98

.11

ie

S 0440.4•01. 144.4.14

6-Teutonic Jet y
7-Be ill
8-Hard of
hearing
S--In truth
10-Conferlerats
general
11-Conducted
16-Weird
18--PenpoInt
20-Yellow ocher
21-Month
13-stop
25-Soft food
27-Dined
expression
80-Malay glbl,on
32-Female
36-Children's
38-ramy
bran hes
41-Expert
43-Pronoun
46-Helm-men
47-Portuguese unit
of currency
45-Iteparts
52-Pitch
44-Merriment
55---Dees y
56-Macaw
o-Conjunction
59-Meaeure of
weight
SO-Ocean
U-Coil.g. degree
(abbr.)

•

MEN'S
ILACK - PLAIN TOE
S

31001:t4500(304

$8.98

MO1C43001110t10134001t
A NW AWAYNOW Of WILLIAM FULLER

or Black Rubber Sole

CCA SINS
$4,98

HOLSTtELN COW with first calf.
Can be seen on Coles Camp
road See Mr. Buell Tutbon or

•

Mrs. Bette Piercey, P

$8.98
LOAFERS
or Brown Leather
- OR

UCK OXFORDS

& $898
Cordovan

OXFORDS
to $1098
MEN'S
or Brown

ress Oxfords
to $1098

MEN'S

Brown Perforated

OXFORDS

51098

NY

)c,o-coloy

l

e

f.ADD.-s-CoeY FAPEO

0. Box

freezer, like new. Can be seen
1006, Jackson. If rurai
at 1210 Calve after 3:30 p.m.
dime:Liens to home and
M28P number.

nted To Buy
T-ra-

I

CLEAN, COTTON
RAGS
buttons,
pp ors.
Ledger
Times. Phone 55.

I

No
arid
TF

Male Help Wanted

I

SALESMEN: One of the fastest
growing companies oin the state,
hoe has openings for two salesmen in this aeuney. You work
sax hours daily home at night,
above , average income.. Write

stating full qualifications. B. H.
Evans, Box 749, Paducah, Ky.
M28C

LOST & FOUND
L 0 S T: Pair
frame oat eye

of

ladies

black

glassus. Reward.
Kay Roberts. Phone 1447 or 48.
• M26C

include
phone
M27C

Services Offered

In Day Of
Cleopatra

the National Shoe Institute
makes two basic points:
I. Children seldom wear out
shoes. They grow out of them!
Therefore, alert parents regularly
check the fit of their children's
shoes.
2. Having enough shoes to
change _into to provide proper
a useful and good-looking ward- support and appearance at school,
robe 'of shoes for their children,/
p.ay, church, and parties is
necessary to a child's health as
well as his morale.
The average American child
should have well-fitted shoes for
ihese occosions in a basic, wellrounded shoe wardrobe:
FOR SCHOOL: Two pairs to
permit necessary rest for shoes
and foot hygiene. Both may be
NEW YORK - The agonizing
, or one can be a sturdy
"break in" period for new shoes
sliiiron or, for girls, a strapped
-for many the epitome of man's shoe.
inhumanity to man-is neov ii
FOR PLAY - At least one
thing of the past.
eve. that provides sound support

No Break-In
For New ShOes

Don't Give Up
Spring Is Bound To Come
‘r.

DEAD STOCK
removed
fres.
Radio dispatcned trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7
Three achievements in
ma- a:..., pod protectiora. for active
days a week. Call long distance terials and methods contributed ifeet. They should not be old,
c‘llect, Mayfield 433, Union Citye to this eagerly awaited ,triumph, I worn out school shoes. These
TU.-5-9361.
A7C the National Shoe In3.itu:e re- won't e.ve proper support, and
often Huy no longer fit properly.
ported here.
I '
FOR PARITES AND DRESSThe manufacture of lasts-the
foet-shaped blocks of wood on 'UP: Morale is a big factor here.
which shoes are formed-is now Children want ep,Jeel as well
FULLER BRUSH Representative so far advanced that virtually dressed as theirs peers.
in Murray. Coemetics, hetioeheild any foot size can be massFOR BATH AND BED: Slipproducts, new type nylon dust produced with precision. Whereas
pers are a must for warmth,
melee, etc. Freed Curd. Phone just. a. decade ago only the heel
health, comfort and safety around
2168-XJ.
10126C and ,vamp received any attention, the house.
-now lasts are carefully Modeled
Following these guides, every
Sunday Spec:al! Fried clacken
with every part of .he human
parent can help assure healthy
dinner. Enjoyable imeal for the
foot in .mind. So many sizefeet through a good ghee wardentere family. Only 75' Hazel
variatipni are made into lasts robe
for their children. It doesn't
Cafe.
l'TC as a. matter of routine, that
cost much either. One new pair
SINGER Sewing Machine Sales. even people with broad insteps every three months would cos'
Service on ad :makes. Phone and extremely narrow heels, for about the price of five cigaretts
Leon Hall, 934-J before 8:00 or instance, can be comfortably shod a day.right from the start.
after 4:00.

Jgcl

NOTICE

he would stop, beckon to the
servant, and be helped into his

sandals.
In he presence of a superior,
even a pan of rank removed
his shoes. In the presence of
:he Pharaoh himself, only the
In ancient Egypt it wasn't ruler
was _permitted to wear
his clothes that 'proclaimed the -andals
- the only footwear
man. It was his shoes.
known to haVat- existed at that
Historical data collected
by time.
the National Shoe Institute reveals that a man of rank, in
For over one thousand years
the time of the Pharaohs wo'uld people in
it s
Japan has',
be followed by a servant carry- tmened cermorants to aid
them
ing a pair of sandals. Whenever :n fishing.

NEW YORK - With the coming of spring and warmer weather, active children become even.
more so.
Con.stantly on the go - and
on their feet - youngsters must
be comfortably a nd properly
shod.
To guide parents as they build.

a

The Sun is Sure to Shine!!
1955 FORD 2-dr. A Kentucky local car. $895.
1955 CHEVY 4-dr. V-.8 Power Glide,

nne

owner.

1957 FORD Custom 300 4-dr. R & H, low mileage.
1955 FORD 4-dr. Fairlane .Ford-O-Matic and power steering.
1954 BUICK Century 4-dr. New tires. Ready!
1954

s
PhO
l;IAC
aN
rp

Hardtop. Biggest and

the

best.

Al2C

Improved construction, featurnew. ing flexibility, is another factor
West Ky. Mattress Mfg. Co., in eliminating "break-in" periods.
Nancy Fair. phone 583. M28P Paducah, Ky. Merray represen- Shoes are now designed to bend
tative Tabers Upholstery Shop, with the foot and support it
101 N. 3rd. Phone 549.
TEC in action as well as at rest.
The use of sof er, more pliable
materials is the third factor.
New and vastly improved tanRELIABLE Iee_DY
• :.ve With.
ning methods have taken the
aged • weenier . Li, 641-1e. M27P
HAVE TOOLS, Will Rent. Wax- stiffness out of leathers. An
ers, orbital senders, vacuums, unprecedented range of soft
lawn roller,,. Starks Hardware, natural a n d synthetic fibers,
12th and Poplar. Ph,ric 1142. alone and in combination wi:h
l'FC lea.hcrs. has also piayed a part.
The net result is a new shoe
5 ROOM !ant-arr.-shed ii use. Full whose comfort gives the wearer
seze ba.scrnent.. 508 S. 6'.11 St. no reaeon, to look back at- his
Immolate podrics-atun. See Elvis old shoes with regret. Old shoes
L 0 S T: Pink eaeses. Between
het school and 111,1h and Elm.

Mattresses

Rebuilt, 1.14'

Eradicate

1953 CHEVYS, Power-Glide and Straight Shifts.
1953 FORD 24r,2-tone green. Ky.tar. One of the
best!

Prevent

1953 NASH 4-dr. Local car, 1958 license.
1953 PLYMOUTH. One owner, bought new in Murrit 5

Female Help Wanted

FOR RENT

Dick at a use.

e)
Everybody's got to be brass. Toll ! people are, I have always thougnt.
.e th.s. Generai are there any a little smug, a little s_ifo .L.ite7,o:es e
ose only ere:
ii z•• ed mu, .n that comic opera ous. in assuming that tho: own
wtoirt. She v. us' too,.
forni ot government is the
more beautiful docks:de than she ! ;estuary eit yours"
_His face darkened slightly but the end-all. Or even in *zooming
fool appeared to be from the air
stood there for a moment tido be kept his poise. Perhaps he'd that their form of governm:mis
miring her after in) guide iefl never been spoken to like th:s wouij work in countries iike
me. th
was all ot sixty
feet and he somehow round it refreshOr
He raped his glass to me awe
ion, overall. The essential fern- ing. Or at least interesting
I/1.11ov at her gra i-c Cul lines and maybe he was just giving me drank "My people are ch ldren.
Dolan
They have to be ied.
her shining paint and glistening enough rope to nang myself
Did you realize that
brit: Vow.: coold not dieginse her , "An interesting but somewhat what to do
intent power and her Sturdiness naive viewishat, Dolan. Do you there were people in my country.
She was a craft that would get Lave additional observations on aborigines in the nill country.
the subject
who are still nead-henters who
yeti there. And in a hurry.
There's small satisfaction in have never seen a newspaper
I went 0t-c? her abbreviated
ik. I stood on her deck sounding off to a man who re- ' heard a radio' Who is to lead
T. s was no one an sight. I fuses to take offense. But I'd these people. Dolan' Someone
tt;e door opposite the started and I couldn't stop. "I they might choose themselves"
gieeelnnk and walked into the know how you characters work,' Or someone with the strength
was once associated the intelligence, to lead them out
eeeltelese. I suppose it would I said.
Ii".' been reeete of me to knock with a man with a dictator-com- of their ignorance. to oive them
plex.
And
was stupid of me health, a better standard of livit
I /Ant exactly feel like being polIte. rd been shoved around not to recognize the pattern. But ing!"
His voice had taken on a deep.
fir the last couple of days and I I somehow didn't think, or it
ag a little sick of it. I didn't occur to me, that you'd resonant tone. I was beginning
wao getting in the mood to do a dare use your strong-arm tactics to appreciate nia qualities 1104 ii
little shoving around myself. I in some country other than your rabblerouser, if nothing else "You
bolted around. I was in Whitt own. I know you're no longer a condemn our methods, Dolan
WaR obviously a combination din- dietatOr. But 1 know you've been You and the bleeding heart segpot and bving salon. A girl WOW bitten by the power bug. I know ment ot the population of your
lahs to take over again country! Let me tell you that
on a divan opposite me. One leg you hay
And I know that ! in a country such as mine politewee te
th •her One arm was in Coronado
A
stretched along the top of the you're using the same tactics cal expediency is necessary
divan. She wore n ;ample white now, out of office, that you used leader is surrounded by political
dress of some cool, crinkly ma• while you were in power. You enemies There are constant conterm!. She turned toward me. all follow • pattern, you guys. spiracies. It is necessary to fight
rI'
0. elmost Midis' as I came You're always up to your necks fire with fire. Carrasco headed
oogh the door. Marta Bland- in this cloak-and-dagger stuff. such a conspiracy. I relaxed my
You can'tcan't let your own people or vigil. Perhaps I had mellowed.
anybody else outside of a few Carraaco was able to seize power
Her volee was husky. "Hello,
s tringed fellow goons know what 13ut not for long. I shall go back,
Doi ,n," she said.
!you're up to."
Dolan! The people of Coronado
A man came through R door
! I glanced at Marta. She'd want me back!"
at my left. He was dressed camburled her face in her hands. I
.
I wondered what the people of
unlly in doeskin slacks, a silk looked at Rarnez. He was smil- Coronado
thought
about
his
sports shirt and a cashf4re
ing thinly, ft wasn't a pleasant houses, his cars. his yacht. But
Jacket. I'd last seen him at the
jimtle. I halfway expected him then I guessed the. people of Corhead of a table at the Gulf
lto whistle up an armed guard onado eildn't know or couldn't
Stream Room in Miami Beach
and have me thrown in chains. speak about these things. I sold
and recognized him immediately.
He surprised me. "Are you
He was Barnet, the one-time through. Dolan"
"Expediency. That is the key.
stmraboy of the little no-called
It was a letdown. I felt like, a !I'm amazed that you don't apprerepublic nf Coronado and collecI've taken
child who'd thrown a tantrum ciate this fact, Dolan
tor of its oil riches.
that had failed to attract any- the trouble to find out a little
Tihen I could find my tongue body's attention. "Yes," I said. about you. You are an uudventtirI said.. "What's this all about, "For the time being."
I should think that you, of
er
elerttee"
"You're a surprisingly vivid all people should appreciate the
Ramez wouldn't let h'mself be example of the old axiom saying .importance of expediency. .
left out. He spoke with no trace that a tittle knowledge is a dan- "1 do appreciate it. In its genof a Spanish- accent. -Will you gerous thing, Dolan. Will you eral connotation, that is
I lust
Introduce me to your friend. have a drink"
'don't happen to appreciate it
laaetri""
I•derided I might an well make when It's used to cover up two
Her entre had a peculiarly life- the best of a had planation. "Tea- !abductions, A millsier and the
'I.-eta tone. "This is General Barrier, t said.
automatic maniancture of a prime
LcInn."
suspect for two of these crimes.
"A Martini, perhaps'"
leneWe
.
-8 'said. I'd recovered There WAR a welt-stocked bar A fall guy. Me."
from the eornhinatiop renotion of in a corner of the cabin. "Bour"A murder. Dolan!'"
r tor an/ shock I'd experienced bon, please And a little ice."
"Don't give me that"
v. ion I'd first seen Marta. I felt
Barnet went to the bar. I "I've tried to be patient with
no Do felt to hen l'il stepped glanced at Marta. Her eyes, her you, Dolan. I've tried to handle
aeleard the Terran minutes ego whole face, were expressionless, things in a civilized manner. I've
I was sick of being shoved almost lifeless. The thought oc- even been prepared to offer you
remind. I was sick of playing curred to ins that she might have an Interesting proposition. But I
olv.'n for some little tin god ! been drugged. Or even brain- can change all that. I can change
.tad I'd found my little tin god washed
It in a minute. I can make you
"I titan't know he W RS a general
Ramez said, "I realize that cer- wish you were dead. Dolan"
t'•:- ..oh. I giiefut I ishould have lain of our activities are Incom••• A it, rve spent a little prehenslible to the minds of a cer"I wondered if elinrta had
ea in ha coentry. Seems like tain segment of the people of consciously
Perto me
i•v other hg shot you meet your country, Dolan." He handed
haps this an. Ramer' plan to
e'is n g ii rill
Just like a s me ma.drink. Then he went about make me talk-"
Brad Do1/ 111,11
of
kida
playing war..making himself a Martini. "Thee. Ian's story continues tomorrow.

I at the

Bus. Opportunities

Wells Pundurn. Phone 949-W-3.
M27C 3 WOMEN for part time work.
Day or evening hours to suit
DUNCAN - PHYFE end table, you. No experience
necewary
coffee table and drum table to but must be
waiting worker and
match, aka) &skiing wheal chair, dependiabee. Average $1.68 per
like new. Call 510-R.
M26C hour. Phone Jackson, Tennessee
:4-1880 after 8:00 p.m., or write
13 CU. FT. Deepfreeze home-

•

SNAP-LOC or TIES
iE, RUBBER SOLE

MEN'S
own or

0•

74410

lush Shoes

•&

io

' 27
,,Vt ze
w ,
,,,,Xpi

S.

iS SHOES

9

-ilx

(
,
,
,, .
1 is

:a

re

tie

13
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MEN'S

UMW OD MOM
MOUE= MOONaM
OR REMOBION UM
2Q OMUM QOM
=OM 000f4 PHR
OMURU MROU MR
ROOM nOIR
M W
OOOR
0 OED
1230 33RO
0LE
MUM RMOOLEA
20 UJOMMION TI21
MONONO'a303!IM
MORO Pq cin

63-1toyall ..65-Por(idlf of food
SO-Apportions
61-Native „metal
62-Aristocratic
64-Pedal digit 45-Sailor tcoiloq.)
66-Wipe out
67-Nahoor sheep

le

4

'2
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PAGE SEVEN
the master feeee he needed them.

M28P are qpw reduced to the social &
status of cigar butts-they,should
MONKEYS be discarded, as quickly as pos-

The Destructive Termite
FREE INSPECTION

-

TERMITES

1951 DODGE -I-dr. A good solid car.
1951 CHEVROLET 2-dr. R & H. Above average.
1951 OLDS 2-dr. Got to go!

-Licensed & Insured Sam Kelley
• Phone

1949 PLYMOUTH Station Wagon. About time!
1946 FORD Pick-UP anyone can use.

-

SEASICKNESS HITS
NORFOLK, Va. V - A load sible,
of 183 monkeys stopped briefly amairmisigimariogismawar- ea
for seasickness treatment here
Sunday, :hen continued
their
journey ,to New York. The simians became ill on a 14-day r MURRAY LOAN ,
voyage (rim Freetown, South
$t.
Africa. Five of them died before
"

"WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD"

CO.

.•
$06 W. Main
Telephone 134
YOUR HOMF.-0WNED LOAN CO.'

reaching port.

FORD 1953 rardtop. Nice clean car, 1958 Kentucky license.

lampkins Motor Sales
3rd & Maple

Phone 519

411••••

NANCY
by Ernie Busluniller

-Jarer._

1---I CAN'T
STAND
THAT
GRACE
JONES

BUT YOU
HAVE TO
ADMIT
SHE'S A
GOOD
DRESSER

SHE EVEN HAS
TO MATCH HER

PAJAMAS
MEASLES

%If
I!
E
0
V I Po
- AO
Cage "*u,1.1/04/114.4444 1•414.•••
APO

/wit*. 26-

ABBIE au' SLATS
by Raeburn Van Burei-i7'•.•714
• • _'_s
eira
_41
MARTHA -LOOK AT THE IOU LOOK
LAD-ThE VERY PICTURE SO HANDSOME
OF WHAT A WELLAD DIGNIFIED,
DRESSEP YOUNG
SLATS, PEAR,'
MAN WILL WEQR

OF COURSe.

YOU HAVE,
MY BOYQUESTION
AWAY,'

WHAT AM I SUPPOSED' IC DO'
I MEAN IS THERE SOME
KIND 0' WORK I CAN DO TO HAKE A LIVING, I
MEAN'?

1.-1E
SITUATION, SLATS-WE ARE VERY
WEALTHY AND YOU ARE OUR,
SOLE HEIR,MY MY;

I PONT THINK YOU Gi.A.;r-

ft
LIL' ABNER

Capp

WE'RE JUST
AITER.S AT
WEDDING!!
Vs/ H
RE YOU
CRYING ABOUT'
YOU'LL, GET
PAID!!
THIS

SOME.E.ODY STUFF A
TOWEL IN THAT
WAITER'S MOUTH!!
-I CAN'T GO ON,141:$
CRYING SO LOUD!!

V

wet
a.
-a

4

I
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I.F.DGER 8: TIMES

Bringing Up
Baby: Correct
Shoes Must

E

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

KIIVSEY
F.1. A.
News

The Kirksey chapter of Futur
NEW YORK - Shoes, as
e
every Farme
rs of America held theie....
baby knows, make a tasty
snack. regul
ae monthly meeting Marcha fascinating joy. and are
useful 12. in
the gym before the
for cutting teeth, on.
_
Knicsey P.T.A. with Daanse
As most parents know,
Darhow- neat.
president. presiding.
ever. shoes for baby are
second 'Earl
• Neale was eleered as
in importance only to the
diaper DeKalb
winner.. An award is
in keeping' baby clothed
and given
to an outstanding senior comfortable.
boy. Eldrid Jones will rect..%
Moreover, as the Natio
e- •
nal Shoe a
new F.F.A. jacket for being
Institute points out, _shoes
are elected
Star Farmer. Darry:,n
the only. article of clothing
that
can permanently affect baby' Trees was elected chapt e r,
s "Sweethear
t" and will receive a
health.
jacket and locket at :he
-For this reason special
Fathi r
care afid
Son Banquet, which is : •
is needed in choosing
children's
be
held .April 8 at the Murna
shoes from babyhood:
through Woma
n's Club House.
adolescence.
. .
Bobby Bazzell gave his Put:- :
--jbe
eetee-aVe
- - .berkay;i Aim pair r of • sheee
Speaking Address That he
shetiId be purialCisadw hen he.
pieparing for the Sub-Dist r
firs: stands, before he actua
: .• lly meeti
ng at Clinton. and 'Dar'.'.
begins walking, and made
of Cunningh
am gave his speech t :
lea'her as soft as the baby'
s' F.F.A.
Day. a: 'SI urraY.
Ixttem in both the soles
and
After the meeting was aa;the uppers. _They should.
of ourned
the boys served refre-a, ecUTSe, be fitted by
a specia
. list merits
to the _P TA. member in baby footwear. •
The PTA. was bappy ,to see
' A baby taking his first
a
steps meet
in
caarfed out with such
requires a sturdier shoe
for -strict
jralirnentarv procedure.
e proper support..Mos t exper
ts
agree the shoe should be
made •
GIRLS—WIN
of leather throughout
Leather
is nenareigic and
al%ists air to I
YOKOHAMA. Japan
circulate around the foot to
keep I
it warm' and dry.
hath ,school gerls threatened ma s saccade becau
Baying new shoes as the
se ttir
baby
r refused Li 94 W. them
gets bigger is one of the best
,
ways to insure hecoltha
make we-stern - style
.:7:resses.
termed feet in chlidren. .
%.vg dr.zso_:,77ed O•day:
Once pas: 'hose critically ini- Moto naies at Aiko Agit:cultural
Itgh gave at and transferre
pettant -0 a r I y years, regul
d
ar
the leather after students
changes of footwear and reill
coner
-purchase of well-fitted shoes as ducted a fanderaseng drive
to
the foot grows will help ehilei
ren
Do
keep 'he perfectly fortned feet
r:buted
virtually all 'of them are born
611g P•11
'
e`
ch sill4dent
avi•h

Shoes Place
Big Accent
On Leather

Spring Play Shoes

Wemen't shoes come straight
to the point this spring in simple,
straight-sided shapes that depend I
largely on the beauty of the
leather for their distinction. Thus
:hey complement now fashions in
e:ething. which _emphasize line,
fabric and color.
Popular choices include sleek.
.shiny smooth leathers; highlypolished textured leathers with
fine, light grains; bright-colored
ueles-; • and pa tents in both
black and bright colors - especially a brilliant, -shiny red.
'Beautiful aniline leather, showi
ng
, the., natural markings of the
skin, is often glazed or given a
matte finish.
Day:ime shoes are cut high
'and straight, wi:h throats eithe
r
,a•aight or "V" shaped. 'Tailored
.• Tete have new trims such
flat bows of real gold or
- leer, and unvarnished - wood
_
buttons.
In spectators the second , color
or texture of leather is applied
, in new and fancy shaped straps.
1 More low, curvy heels are
;Seen on daytime shoes.
I Dress-up Fhces. also simpl
e
i in shape, boast- imaginative trim
ranging from large, life - like
aaisies and anemenies io bunche'
:t cherries (the on red paten
t)
to jeweled wishbones.
Col yrs are bright, with a new
bright navy, bright red and an
e!ecric blue leading the list.
Ee ge_ is . most . often seen in
a light "oyster" shade. but
very
darkdark
g
(almost a light
brewni ia also important.
. Sterna, bright pastels include
ieeitnia. a [Purply pink. ano.lier
- Het" pink called "Caribbean
."
c, tale raspberry and en_e_e
t _bloe_vel-

WOE IS WHAT rHI MCI OF GLORY IS Spotty looks
woebegone indeed as NI:s. Vivian Plocharz comfo
rts him in Chicago, and the hero d.
, ildS a FEW to be.

PC'iien teo gunmen attempted to beat Mess Plochara
a holdup. Spotty
sank his fangs into the leg of one and inheld
on till beaten
unconscious. The gunmen pled lootless,
but Spotty has a head
injury and two broken paws.
Internal watt! Soundpnoto)

LOSSES 'GAME'

JACKSONVILLE. Fla .te
DlA.
_an
bete ea uer. a.re and iver- •
•• t
•Z.1.net, avareased
dde
turned near Dutra today. burnp ...ice reported nears- •
ing at death 38 members
Lew., Paulau; per f
af a •
u r
bridal par'y The fire apparent- re •n the cylinder
el a rely was caused by a careee
✓
er
.r.a.e
ad
of the'elastain.:
sely
dropped crireate.
ajt h,4r1F-e71 tG death
I
, whe-r. th: eyLnder failed to atop
t
JAYWALKERS WINNING
i an • an empty Chamber. p0i.i.e;
Fad.
NEW YORK 7 - New_ York
pede.itr.arls are such conf!raned
INTO ORBIT
jaywalker= that a oatr.p.e.ifte
-to
per. taies them t •obey
raffec
HONOLULU le - A smol:
begs is .peafgeeniing "very, very
f-ceagn oar sp.ALea on a stre
sa awly " P :Ate
Cc.rnm_sa:oner Fr
:day earr.ed a sign reacir.g
S•eilwn P. Kennedy csanceded I
• Ana lave. I g.;
eres.!
11.5nany.
Labor:eve"

Right in Style for the Easter Parade

-' -

f

BUS BLFINS IN INDIA

\.#
▪ WEDNESDAY — MARCH 26,
1!);

White 'appears early, alone and
:r ci mbinaticn with other colors
.
Many shoes boast an arra;'
of c:::ors in stripes or print
ed
aesigns.

Name Coats and Suits
Values 39.95 to 89.95
especially

reduced

for

the

Pre-Easter Season!

13

Play shoes styled for daytime and datetime ...and
constructed for soft supple comfort. Black patent,
and elk, heige or white bark leathers. Flat heels
and wedgies.

1

Misses' & Growing Girls' Play Shoes
In many Styles and Colors for Spring '611198
and Easter
—Pair oa
,
f

SPRING FASHION PATENTS

•
For the Newest, Most
Complete Selection of

PictilinIND Va. IP - Police
learned Tio eday what happe
ned.

y Bob.bie Brooks - •Wh/te tig - Jazitz4.11
and
JuOin McCarty Shop
MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS N6W!
New Arrivals Daily

•ri 25 sticks of dynamite that
atsaripeared from a construction
tact. They diecovated that
Lexie Met, 7. and Jay Boston.
3. who-live near the project. had
taken the dynamite and-without
incident-pulverired It.

Al•••••—

Style Shop

We put xifring and Easter fashion
at your feet with the trimmest,
most elegant footwear ever. Col--leetietr-in-cludes imptstitfrit tailorea
and dressy styles in black patents,
and black and white leathers.
Other Fashion Footwear 4.98-5.9
8

sea
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xl ids inr black
a•binanar.

LOtP1191
-Mettrdi
ke a th

-tared
etiodent
Thump
Jul
tharlftW

OXFORDS

. 4.98,

NAV&
dr

_
etho
eople
t Fu

Boys' Dress & School

They're here... in t ha fabulous Spring and Faster colleceon Loafers in white, antique
white

flog!,
leill-V

and, looks, real aosistoct com-

Growing Girls' & Misses

s of
s Over
esen
'realise
4art
tax

bined with slitrtart Constructi
on
for long service. Moccasins,
leafters and oxfords with rough
and
taugh leather uppers. Some with
foam rubber crepe soles and
heels.

Sport Footwear
In popular styles, Colors

598

of Oh

Others $3.98 to 88-9
8

Alta rsce;
'ship a
amine
la Tees
include:

Campus Jr. and Other Fine Qualities In the Gro
up

Childs Misses' Footwear
And

'
Atlanta; C
ley
J.
1Vrld 111'.
J bra. M
Mrs M
Liana)
iss
Weeks le
repleal
Reynokb
Chrivaan
E Busacli
is alai h
man of ft
on et

St,rhe will. the

Straps
Dressy
Pumps
Pumps

New Swivel Straps
in Patent and White Kick
Oxfords in Black & Brown
in White and Black
in Gleaming Black Patents

98

Well built footwear...In styles
for dress, school a n d play.
Rough-and -tough construction...
and flexible soles that wear 'and
wear Children v.al love their
smartness and comfort _ parents
will love their dotal

47.

,p

:VINT(.7,11
Rev
e:gta Ten
The
Re%
Marin, a
leader fat
ttl.C.

Other Styles Priced
$2.98-$4.98

MEN'S OXFORDS
•

Black & Brown Leathers
(7\
Favorite U Tip Style

798

Popular Wing Tips
Dressy Plain Toe Style

Dress oxfords that look grea
t ... feel great ...
and wear wonderfully well.
Take your pick of
several styles... everyday
and dress-u,p favorites
„ for men, young men, stude
nts. Careful construction in every pair.

ii

e

0

Satisfaction Guaranteed or

mow

•

The "D;
'9 Show.
Garden C
uled for
been pa
Cros
iris .Clu
The ni
te will
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vited.

I
Other Dr
oxfords)
at
$4.98 to
$9.98

~tor*3,6t.

NTANTLA-11,1-22111-e- Phill
7-,-,rr-t31iii17iry reverted leatay optne
that

j

4

071.

Buckle Styles
Dressy Loafers
Smart Oxfords

SUBS SIGHTED

three myeter:
auhenarinos and
'wi
undentif.ed ,planes
had ;
been s:gthited twice het m,enit
h
•iii
anth
vineeg southern tip of, the Phil-

7-ce

• ay to
e roc
neat
Defere
• I .roy I
taut
'Pace vi
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ident E
go-aheac
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program
at the n
The A
posaibly
rockets.
McElen
the effor
The F
:he rod'
television
It hopes
"topograp
the moor
L•ur
The
around si
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Dress-up Sandals & Pumps
Gleaming Black Patents
Black & Whit Leathers
High, Medium & Low Heels
Sizes for Women & Misses

DYNA

Swimwear and Sports
Wear.

-WAS)

IN

I

OFF

Illl

98

N

Our Entire Stock of Fam
ous

L nii

And

Men's shoes will have a .new
'eok this spring.' according to
leather Inductries ef Ameri
ca
It' will be seen in 'he shape
:f toes; in new kinds of strap
saut mostly in new soft, suppl
s.
leathers • hat make all
styles
-feel as , easy on the foot
- al
7lippars.
There • will be mare •extu
red
'eather in betc:ne es steles
, aR
*el! as' those for leisure
wear.
hut all textures will
be soft
ord lightly etched. Leather
soles.
ten, v.-01 be lighter and
mare
resilien'.
• Toee will be long and
lean
Some of them , will be point
ed
at the end, some squared
off.
' but most of 'hem will be
round-ed.
The three-eyelet tie will
be
'he moet popular style.
There
will be some five eyelets
but
they will be cut almost
as !OW
as the three-eyelet All lea
will
have the easy going, casua
l look
• 7ipons.
. .
Nee! ways withperforations
I and reams will distinguis
h the
I new slipens Some slipc.
ns will
have grad u a'ed perforatio
ns
oraund the 'tonline. with
. the
'ar7e0. ones a• the back.
Rfnaller
'nes to the trent. Others will
have perforations in horiz
ontal
rr.wF around the tae
of the shoe
Rtid
in vertical rows up' the
terante_ Same moc tees
will. be
• "lined with. nertlirations.
.
Seams will be fine- and
many
of them will be inverted,
giving
! a- amooth line Sometimes
a Ream
, will run down the cente
r of
a plan lq• And .71inons
will
often. have a 'twirling seani along
'inc side of the toe.
The ,buckle and strap shoe
ta rmerly, worn only _far
casual
- waar.. -WM he seen in
businced
:hoe,. as -wet?. ProbablV7he most
loan,' cran Will he one
nrdy
onarter, f'. an inear -wide that
,
ri tens- in the center with a
tiny
eel(-buck le..-._ _a

COATS and SUITS

Misses & Growing Girls

LOAFERS SADDLES

1

--•

98

Attractive T Straps

Growing Girl'
s , Misses
'

Menas Shoes
ill Present
New Look

GOP WOMIENING—Mrs. Mamie -rIstmnhov..er and Mrs. Pat
Nixonjewife of the vice preaidetteeapert new Prrtn
g chapeaux
as drey chitchat at the sixth annual Republican
Women's
conference in Washington.
(triterstational Sou naphoto)

Bow & Buckle Pumps
Rich Looking Sandals
Smart, Dressy Skimmers
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